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Abstract
Hydrophobic room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have been demonstrated as effective
alternative solvents to reprocess spent nuclear waste. Our group developed a new
hydrophobic

RTIL

at

low

cost

which

is

trihexyltetradecylphosphonium

tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate (P666i4TB). The hydrophobicity of P66614TB was quantified
by cyclic voltammetry at the interface between water and P66614TB.
We also developed an inexpensive, facile method to analyze the effectiveness of solvent
extraction technique, which was electrochemistry at micro-liquid/liquid interfaces. An initial
study in water| organic solvent system by this method identified both octyl(phenyl)-N,Ndiisobutylcarbamoyl-methylphosphine

oxide

and

2-acetylpyridine-4-phenyl-3-

thiosemicarbazone as suitable extractants of U022+ and Sr2+.
The thermodynamics of ion transfer, especially the hydrophilic cations of UC>22+ and Sr2+,
between water and P66614TB phases were also investigated by three-phase junction
electrochemistry, which play important role in the study of interfacial complexation between
metal ions and specific ligands at the water| P66614TB interface.
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Chapter 1
1

Introduction

1.1

Nuclear Waste Reprocessing

Presently, nuclear energy provides nearly 351 gigawatts electric (Gwe), accounting for
about 16% of electricity production worldwide1. As governments turn to alternative
sources of energy from coal and fossil fuels, the demand for nuclear energy is likely to
increase in the future. However, the management of spent nuclear waste is a great
challenge. The spent fuel from nuclear power production reactors contains approximately
96% uranium (95% 238U and 1% 235U), 1% plutonium, 0.1% minor actinides (Neptunium,
americium and curium) and 3% fission products2 (see Fig. 1.1). At present, there are two
choices for the management of the spent fuel. One of them is reprocessing spent nuclear
waste. Reprocessing extracts the fuel still existing in spent fuel and it is used in power
plants specially prepared for this purpose. The other approach is "permanent" geologic
disposal as waste . Clearly, safe disposal of spent fuel is a matter of great environmental
concern so that reprocessing is preferable.

Uranium Fuel

Spent Fuel

Fig. 1.1 Spent nuclear fuel composition
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Research and development towards various methods of reprocessing spent nuclear waste
have been of considerable interest, especially concerning the extraction of uranium and
fission product like strontium and cesium for further reuse.
In 1947, Herbert H. Anderson and Lamed B. Asprey first recognized tributyl phosphate
(TBP, in Fig. 1.2) as a major extractant for plutonium, which was later developed by Oak
Ridge National Laboratory as the PUREX (plutonium uranium recovery by extraction)
process4, the predominant method of nuclear waste separation employed at an industrialscale for nearly 60 years.

Fig. 1.2 Structure o f tributyl phosphate

In the PUREX process, spent fuel is cut into small pieces, which are dissolved in nitric
acid and subjected to solvent extraction using odorless kerosene solution incorporating
20%-30% tributyl phosphate (TBP). Uranium and plutonium are separated at this stage
from fission products and minor actinides, which are kept in acid.
O

0

CH3

ch 3

Fig. 1.3 Octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide

Later, in the 1970’s, Horwitz et al.5 at Argonne National Lab developed the TRUEX
(Transuranic

Extraction) process,

where

octyl(phenyl)-N,N-di-isobutylcarbamoyl-
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methylphosphine oxide (CMPO, in Fig. 1.3) serves as principal extractant and presents a
higher efficiency of extracting tri-, tetra-, and hexavalent actinides from acid solution.
In 1991, Horwitz et al. also reported the SREX (Strontium Extraction) process6, which
utilizes the crown ether, 4',4',(5')-di-(tert-butylcyclohexo)-18-crown-6 (DtBuCH18C6) as
a strontium-specific host for the partitioning of fission product strontium from acidic
solutions. There are also other technologies under development, for example: Uranium
Extraction (UREX), Diamide Extraction Process (DIAMEX), Cs Extraction (CSEX),
Selective Extraction and Separation of Americium by Means of Electrolysis (SESAME)3.
It should be noted that the extraction efficiency of these methods were investigated by
monitoring the metal distribution ratios between the two phases. And the distribution
ratios were mostly measured through complicated and expensive methods, such as
radioactive elements tracking ' or inductively coupled plasma . However, in this study,
we developed an inexpensive and facile method to evaluate the efficiency of a liquidi
liquid extraction process, which is an electrochemical technique at the interface between
two immiscible electrolyte solutions (ITIES).

1.2 Theory of electrochemistry at the ITIES
Electrochemical techniques at the interface between two immiscible electrolytic solutions,
in short, at the liquid/liquid interface have been widely employed to investigate four
kinds of transfer reactions: a) simple ion-transfer (IT) reactions; b) facilitated ion-transfer
(FIT) reactions; c) electron-transfer (ET) reactions; d) photoinduced ET reactions as
shown in Fig. 1.4.
The schematic of simple ion transfer at the ITIES in Fig. 1.4a seems as a model of metal
ion partitioning in the liquid/liquid extraction method. The themodynamic and kinetic
information of spent nuclear metal ions patitioning between water and specific organic
solvent can be obtained by electrochemical studies of simple ion transfer at the ITIES. In
addition, the FIT reaction at the ITIES shown in Fig. 1,4b processes in the same way with
liquidi liquid extraction in the spent nuclear waste reprocessing procedure. Accordingly,
through the electrochemical study of FIT of spent nuclear metal ions by extractant at the
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ITIES, it is feasible to obtain the complexation information between spent nuclear metal
ions and extractant. Therefore, electrochemistry at the ITIES could be a potentially
powerful tool to investigate the liquid| liquid extraction process in reprocessing nuclear
waste and also a great assistance to develop new reprocessing methods.

(b)

(a)
Water

Organic

W a te r

M '+

M'*
I
▼

M'*

O rg a n ic

L

«0

A

K f l-

/
’

A*

W a te r
O rg a n ic
D

D+

Fig. 1.4 Schematic o f transfer reactions at the ITIES; Mz+ refers to aqueous metal ion; L represents
ligand in the organic phase; Oi and 0 2 are oxidants in water and organic solvent, repectively; Rj and
R2 are reductants in water and organic solvent, repectively; A is an electron acceptor in the aqueous
phase, and A* is the exited state o f A; D is an electron donor in the organic phase.

In the following sections, the basic theory of electrochemistry at the ITIES will be
described.
1.2.1 Thermodynamics of ion transfer at ITIES
Since Gavach et al. first described the observation of tetrabutylammonium (TBA+)
transfer at the water| nitrobenzene interface10, there have been numerous reports on this
subject, from simple inorganic and organic ions to drugs and biomolecules11'14. These
reversible IT reactions can be described as:
r ( W) < = > r ( o )

( 1. 1)
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where iz+ is an ion with the charge of +z, w is the aqueous phase, and o is the organic
phase.
During these reactions, the thermodynamics equilibrium could be reached when the
following equation was established at constant temperature and pressure:
o
w
Hi = Hi

( 1.2)

where /u“ is the electrochemical potential of component i in the phase a (water or organic
phase), and defined as15:
¿ = tf+ z ,F f
where

(1.3)

is the chemical potential of i in the phase a, <f>a is the inner (or Galvani)

potential of phase a, zi is the charge of species i, and F is Faraday’s constant.
Substituting equation (1.3) into equation (1.2) gives:

°9
where

H °-H 7
zF

+
zF

zF

| RT
zF

a!

(1.4)

= (¡F - (¡>° , called the Galvani potential difference, is one of the most

significant parameters in electrochemistry at liquid/liquid interfaces. /u",a is the standard
chemical potential of i in a (w or o), R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, and a ° is the chemical activity of species i in a. The difference of
H°'° - n °’wis the standard molar Gibbs free energy of transfer of i from water to organic

phase, AG°’J~°, which is effectively the difference in standard molar Gibbs energies of
ion solvation between the two phases (see Fig. 1.5).
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_
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A G - ; - = z,f a : v

Fig. 1.5 Schematic o f thermodynamics o f ion transfer between two phases

When defining the standard ion transfer potential of ion i, A"<f>° as A*o<f>° =

AG£P°
9
z:F

equation (1.4) can be written as the Nemst equation, which is the cornerstone of
thermodynamics in electrochemistry at liquid/liquid interface:

Ay

RT

,

a°

= A ; ^ + — l n ( ^ ) = A ; ^ ’+

zF

a;

RT

r°

—

i n f y

z;F

c;

(1.5)

where A ^ ° is the formal transfer potential of ion i, and it is usually more convenient to
use concentrations instead of activities.
Therefore, in the case of cation dissolved in aqueous phase, when a potential is applied
(A"’$ < A ^ ° ) at the ITIES, the perturbation of the thermodynamic equilibrium would
induce the cation (z>0) transfer from water to organic phase; Inversely, for anions, when
the applied potential smaller than formal transfer potential of ion ( K h >A;W)> the
anion would transfer into the organic phase. These ion transfers would generate current
responses, and through current-potential curves the thermodynamic data A”</>f could be
indirectly estimated by TATB extra-thermodynamic assumption, which is employed to
calibrate the scale of Aw
0<f>°'since Aw
0<f)f is not directly accessible experimentally. This
assumption considers that TPAs+ and TPB' have identical A b e c a u s e they are the
same size and shape as shown in Fig. 1.6 .
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Fig. 1.6 Structure o f TPAs+ and TPB'

Accordingly, when TPAsTPB is used as organic supporting electrolyte, the centre of
current-potential curve corresponds to zero point of the A"</>? scale.
1.2.2 Facilitated ion transfer
When an ion has a relatively high standard Gibbs transfer energy and is impossible to
transfer under applied potential at liquid/liquid interface, it is necessary to add a ligand or
an ionphore, which may lower the Gibbs transfer energy and assist it to transfer within
the potential window. Such a process is called a FIT reaction as shown in Fig. 1.4 and
widely used in the characterization of metal-ligand complexation. The reversible reaction
could be expressed as:
i*(w) + nL(o)<==±iL2n(o)

-

(1.6)

The first FIT reaction was reported by Koryta16 in 1979. They studied the transfer of
potassium ions from water to nitrobenzene which is facilitated by the ionphore dibenzo18-crown-6. This very important pioneering work heralded a new aspect in the field of
electrochemistry at liquid/liquid interface. Numerous following studies have been
dedicated to explain the mechanisms of FIT reactions . However, accurately described
18
mechanisms were first presented by Shao et al. in 1991 as shown in Fig. 1.7.
These mechanisms depend on not only different concentration of ion and ligand in the
two phases but also on the complexation constant for the complexation equilibrium in the
water and organic phases.
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- O H ¡>w
ACT <|
0

ACT
(Aqueous complexation followed by transfer)

TIC
(Transfer by interfacial complexation)

TOC
(Transfer followed by organic

(Transfer by interfacial dissociation)

phase complexation)
Fig. 1.7 Schematic o f FIT mechanisms from Reference18

Voltammetries of facilitated ion transfer reactions at the liquid/liquid interface have been
established as a powerful way to provide the complexation information between ligand
and ion. Samec et al. reported cyclic votammetric study of FIT of alkali and alkaline
earth-metal cations across the water| nitrobenzene interface by synthetic neutral carrier,
and evaluated the stoichiometry and the thermodynamic, as well as kinetic parameters19.
Katano et al.20 and Ferreira et al.21 also obtained the complexation data between heavy
metal ions and ligand like 5,6-diphenyl-3-(2-pyridyl)-l,2,4- triazine or 2,8-dithia, 1,10phenanthrolinephane through cyclic voltammetry at the ITIES.
Therefore, in the current study, electrochemical studies of FIT of U0 2 2+, Sr2-1- and other
fission metal ions at the ITIES were carried out to evaluate the availability of specific
ligands within recovering these metal ions.
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1.3

Room temperature ionic liquids

For the industrial reprocessing technologies mentioned above, it should be noted that,
they all employed molecular solvents as diluents to dissolve a specific extractant, which
probably cause certain environmental problems. Therefore, in recent years, RTILs, as
environmental friendly solvents are receiving an upsurge and have been considered as an
alternative medium to molecular solvent in reprocessing spent nuclear waste.
RTILs22 are molten salts that typically composed of large organic ions having melting
points at temperatures lower than 373 K. They are generally made up of an organic cation,
such as a quaternary alkylammonium cation, ILdT*’ , associated with an organic or
inorganic anions, e.g. Cl' and N(S0 2 CF3)2. RTILs have a number of desirable properties
for dealing with the application in nuclear fuel cycle: an enormous liquid range of up to
300°C, offering the potential for considerable kinetic control of extractive processes;
miscibility with a wide range of inorganic or organic compounds; tunability of properties
through the combination of various cations and anions; negligible vapour pressure; low
toxicity; reusability and so on. Therefore, there are numerous studies on RTILs’ utility in
solvent extraction process9,23'25. Rogers et al.23 first introduced RTIL into solvent
extraction process by studying partitioning of various species or ions in [BMIM][PF6]water system. Dai et al.9 and Giridhar et al.24 reported the high extraction efficiency of
U 022+ and Sr2+ into l-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethane- sulfonyl)imide
containing specific ligand. Allen et al.

demonstrated the radiation stability of RTILs,

like 1,3-ethylmethylimidazolium nitrate, was noted to be much more stable than mixtures
of TBP and odourless kerosene held under similar irradiation conditions. These results
imply a good future of RTILs in the field of reprocessing spent nuclear waste.
However, Dietz et al.

observed the partitioning of RTIL cations into the aqueous phase

when researching the extraction mechanism of UO2

I

by RTILs containing TBP. This

was indicative of a gradual dissolution of RTILs as metal extraction proceeds, which led
to cation exchange as the predominant mode of ion partitioning, rather than complexation.
And this leaching effect could potentially reduce the extraction efficiency of spent
nuclear waste in the RTILs-water solvent extraction system. Further study27 in the same
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group demonstrated that increasing the hydrophobicity of RTILs could be an effective
solution to minimize this leaching effect.
Hence, the development of hydrophobic RTILs at low cost becomes a key factor for the
application of RTILs in an improved nuclear waste solvent extraction system. Our project
has been focused on developing hydrophobic RTILs at low cost and investigating
extraction processes of the spent nuclear waste between water and RTIL by
electrochemistry at the ITIES. These works will be discussed in Chapter 4.
The following sections provide a description of electrochemical techniques and set-up in
the study of ion transfer reactions at the ITIES.

1.4

Experimental Setup for electrochemical studies at the

ITIES
1.4.1 Large-ITIES
The conventional set-up for electrochemistry at the ITIES is large-ITIES, in other words,
the electrochemical cell is generally a cylindrical vessal containing two immiscible
electrolyte solutions. A four electrode potentiostat is employed in this cell as shown in
Fig. 1.8. The interface is polarized by reference electrodes RE1 and RE2, and the resulting
current is measured through counter electrodes CE1 and CE2.
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RE2

Fig. 1.8 Large-ITIES set-up.

However, when it comes to the water| hydrophobic RTIL two phase system, the largeITIES presents a limitation since this set-up requires a large volume of RTIL, which is at
least 5 mL for each experiment. Considering the price of hydrophobic RTIL, it is not
reasonable to employ this large-ITIES set-up. Therefore, another suitable experimental
set-up was applied in the water| hydrophobic RTIL system, which is micro-ITIES.
1.4.2 Micro-ITIES
The micro-ITIES was first developed by Taylor and Girault

in 1986. Later, there have

been several methods reported to hold the micro-ITIES, such as micropipette,
microporous filters29 and so on. Among these methods, the micropipette prevails in the
aspect of suppressing both the polarization effects in the reference electrode and the
ohmic potential drop. Fig. 1.9 shows the electrochemical set-up of micro-ITIES held by a
micropipette. The glass vessel contains organic solvent or RTIL while the micropipette is
filled with aqueous solution so that the micro-ITIES is formed at the tip of micropipette.
In this set-up, only 1 mL RTIL is required to complete one electrochemical experiment of
ion transfer at the water| RTIL interface, which saves more RTIL than the large-ITIES.
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potm tiaK tat

Fig. 1.9 Experimental set-up for micro-ITIES

In addition, the micro-ITIES provides high mass-transfer rate which is essential for
obtaining sensitive kinetics data in fast charge transfer reactions. It also has negligible iRdrop, which is necessary for investigations in resistive media like RTIL, and provides
relatively simplistic data analysis. Girault et al.30 studied the FIT of K+by dibenzo-18crown-6 at the micro-water| DCE interface hosted by micropipette and indicated that
assisted ion transfer process is only limited by diffusion of the participating species in
this case. Kakiuchi et al.31 studied the FIT of alkali-metal cations by dibenzo-18-crown-6
at the micro-water| RTIL interface and demonstrated cyclic voltammetry at the microITIES was useful and convenient in determining the stoichiometry and formation
constants of complex. Therefore, in the study of FIT of UC>22+, Sr2+ and other fission
metal ions by specific ligands at the water| organic solvent (or RTIL) interfaces, we
applied the set-up of micro-ITIES held by micropipette.
1.4.2.1

Preparation of micropipette

The micropipette is the basis of electrochemical study in this report since experimental
data are dependent on the good interface. The fabrication of micropipette has been fully
developed and published in our previous report , a brief procedure is given as shown in
Fig. 1.10. A borosilicate glass capillary was pulled using an electric puller (Narishne,
Japan) into two tapered pipettes and a platinum wire with 25 pm diameter was inserted
into the tip of pipette and sealed in the capillary through the heating coil under vacuum.
Then the tip was sanded to expose the platinum and polished till the surface looked
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smooth under optical microscopy. Finally, the pipette was immersed into a 1:3 mixture
(V/V) of nitric acid and hydrochloric acid to remove the platinum wire. The micropipette
was characterized by cyclic voltammetry and microscope.

Fig. 1.10 Fabrication process o f micropipette.

1.4.3 Three-phase junction electrochemistry
Besides the micro-ITIES, another interesting experimental set-up was applied to study the
IT at the ITIES, which is called three-phase junction electrochemistry since three-phase
junction is formed in the set-up as shown in Fig. 1.11. A droplet of organic solvent or
RTIL is attached on the tip of working electrode (e.g., Au, graphite), and the interface
between water and organic solvent or RTIL is formed when the working electrode is
dipped in the aqueous solution. In this set-up, only 2 pL organic solvent or RTIL is
needed for each experiment, which is 1000 times smaller than that in the micro-ITIES
set-up. So three-phase junction set-up is very suitable for investigation of water| RTIL
system.
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Fig. 1.11 Schematic o f three-phase junction electrochemical study for anion transfer (A) and cation
transfer (B).

In the three-phase junction experiments, an electroactive lipophilic neutral compound
(like Red in Fig. 1.11 A and Ox in Fig. 1.1 IB) is dissolved in organic phase (or RTIL)
where no electrolytes are present. And a droplet of this solution is attached to the working
electrode (e.g., graphite electrode in Fig. 1.11) and submerged in an aqueous electrolyte
solution. When potential is applied on the working electrode, the electroactive compound
Red in Fig. 1.11A would be oxidized into Ox' in the organic phase. To counterbalance the
charge of generated Ox', the anion in the aqueous phase would be induced to transfer into
organic phase. So the formal potential of anion transfer across the water| organic solvent
interface could be deduced from the formal potential of the voltammograms that portray
the coupled electron transfer at the electrode| organic solvent interface and anion transfer
at the organic solvent| aqueous solution interface33'36. As to the case in Fig. 1.1 IB, the
cation transfer is driven by reduction of Ox to Red' in organic phase (or RTIL), so that
the formal potential of cation transfer could also be determined in the same way as anion
transfer.
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Accordingly, three-phase junction electrochemistry provides the possibility to estimate
thermodynamic data of ion transfer at the ITIES without the necessity of adding any
supporting electrolyte in the organic droplet phase. And it should be noted that there is no
limitation of a narrow potential window which could be caused by the presence of
electrolytes in both the organic and aqueous phases in conventional methods, so that it is
suitable to determine the formal potential of highly hydrophilic ion transfer at the ITIES,
such as U 022+ and Sr2+. Some groups have reported a related study. Su et al.37 have
investigated the transfer of highly hydrophilic alkylammonium cation (BTPPA+) across
water| 2-nitrophenyl octyl ether (NPOE) interface at three-phase junction supported by a
carbon ink screen-printed electrode using tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) as redox
probe. And the formal potential of strongly hydrophilic cations Li+, K+ and Na+ transfer
10

at the water| «-octanol interface was also evaluated by Quentel et al. , when lutetium
bis(tetra-tert- butylphthalocyaninato) (Lu[7 Bu4Pc]2) served as a redox probe.
Furthermore, there have been some studies39"41 employing RTIL instead of organic
solvent to investigate the ion transfer across water| RTIL interface. However, due to the
leaking of RTIL into the aqueous phase and the lack of formal potential of redox probe in
RTIL, they have not been able to determine the absolute Gibbs energies of ion transfer. In
our study (in Chapter 4), we succeeded to probe the ion transfer at the interface between
water and highly hydrophobic RTIL which was synthesized in our lab using three-phase
junction electrochemistry, and the formal potential of hydrophilic ions at this interface
were also evaluated.

1.5

Electrochemistry techniques for ITIES studies

1.5.1 Cyclic voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry is one of the most important electrochemical techniques, and it is
widely used to study ion transfer at the ITIES. The applied potential follows a triangle
waveform shown in Fig. 1.12A. Fig. 1.12B gives a typical CV of reversible IT at largeITIES.
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(B)

Fig. 1.12 (A) Potential waveform o f cyclic voltammetry. (B) Typical cyclic voltammogram o f the
transfer o f M+ (in aqueous phase) at liquid/liquid interface. A
o f M+ transfer;
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for reversible ion transfer reaction15, and normally

V

Z)0 is treated equal to Z)Min the case of water| 1,2 dichloroethane (DCE) system.
1.5.2 Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV)
DPV is considered as a derivative of linear sweep voltammetry or staircase voltammetry.
In this method, a series of regular voltage pulses are superimposed on the potential linear
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sweep or stair steps, as shown in Fig. 1.13. The current is measured at the end of each
potential change, right before the next, so that the contribution to the current signal from
the capacitive charging current is minimized. The differential current is then plotted as a
function of potential, and the ion transfer reaction is measured as a peak. Therefore, DPV
has the advantage of sensitive detection limits and discrimination against background
currents. Traditionally, metals in the ppm range can be determined by this method. In the
chapter 4, this electrochemical technique was employed to confirm the cation transfer
process at the water| P66614TB interface with the assistance of Fe(III)-TPPCl/ Fe(II)TPPC1 redox couple.

Fig. 1.13 Potential wave form for differential pulse voltammetry.

1.5.3 Square wave voltammetry (SW V)
SWV is also a kind of pulse voltammetric technique. A square wave is superimposed on
the potential staircase sweep as shown in Fig 1.14. The current is measured twice during
the lifetime of each drop, and the difference in current is plotted as a function of potential.
Square wave voltammetry has several advantages. Among these are its excellent
sensitivity and rejection of background currents. Another is the speed. This speed,
coupled with computer control and signal averaging, allows for experiments to be
performed repetitively and increases the signal-to-noise ratio. Applications of square
wave voltammetry include the study of electrode kinetics with regard to preceding,
following, or catalytic homogeneous chemical reactions, determination of some species at
trace levels, and its use with electrochemical detection in HPLC. In the chapter 4, SWV
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was applied to study the cation transfer process at the water| P666i4TB interface assisted
by Fe (III)-TPPCl redox probe
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Fig. 1.14 Potential wave form for square wave voltammetry.

1.6 Simulation
The aim of conducting simulation is to construct a working curve for calculating the
formal potential of U022+ or Sr2+ transfer at the ITIES since its current response doesn’t
appear in the middle of potential window. A set of CVs of divalent cation transfer at
large-ITIES were required to be simulated with same formal transfer potential and
different forward end potentials. The COMSOL multiphysics software was used to carry
out simulation work. And Fig._l.15 shows the simulation mode for ion transfer at the
large-ITIES.
The ion specie in the simulation domains was diffusion controlled, following Fick’s
second law:
S cjX O =
d c, (x,t) = Dy i ca(
St
'
cbc2
'
'

( 1. 8)

where c“(x,t) and £>“ is concentration and diffusion coefficient of ion i in phase a.
The reversible IT reaction at the ITIES was simulated based on the Butler-Volmer kinetic
model and the forward (kj) and reverse (kb) reactions were expressed in the equation (1.9):
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_ kTe
h.O„-af(W-K*e )
kf =
(1.9)

fr _ ^Oe(l-a)/(Af> -A;/')

where k° is the standard rate constant of ion transfer, a is the transfer coefficient,

is

the applied Galvani potential difference across water| organic solvent interface, Aw
o<f>6' is
the formal Galvani potential difference of ion transfer, and/ = z,F/RT; z, is the charge of
species i, F is Faraday constant, R is the gas constant, and T is temperature in Kelvin, A is
the area of interface. The applied potential was swept linearly, forward and backward,
following a triangular waveform.
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Fig. 1.15 Potential wave form for square wave voltammetry.

The current generated across ITIES could be calculated as a function of the sum of the
flux of ion species at the interface:
I = ZjFAf D"V2c° (x,t)

( 1. 10)
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Scope of the thesis

In our work, the first research goal is to evaluate the complexation process of U0 2 2+, Sr2+
and other fission metal ions with various ligands through cyclic voltammetry at the
micro-water| DCE interface, since water| DCE is a suitable and well-established system
to electrochemically study the complexation process and it provides a collaboration for
later investigation at the water| RTIL interface. In chapter 2, octyl(phenyl)-N,Ndiisobutylcarbamoyl-methylphosphine oxide (CMPO) was employed as the specific
ligand and the FIT of U0 2 2+, Sr2+ and other fission metal ions by CMPO were
investigated. While another ligand-2-acetylpyridine-4-phenyl-3- thiosemicarbazone
(APPT) was also utilized in the FIT study of U0 2 2+, Sr2+ and Cs+ at the micro-water|
DCE interface in Chapter 3.
The next goal is to develop a hydrophobic RTIL at low cost and examine its
hydrophobicity at the water| RTIL interface compared with other RTILs. This part of
work will be discussed in Chapter 4. Following the sysnthesis of hydrophobic RTIL, we
aimed to study the IT at the water| synthesized hydrophobic RTIL interface through two
distinct methods, which are cyclic voltammetry at the micro-ITIES and three-phase
junction electrochemistry (CV, DPV and SWV). The diffusion coefficient of
electroactive species in hydrophobic RTIL will be also evaluated through these two
methods and compared with data obtained by homogenous electrochemical method.

1.8
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Chapter 2
2
Voltammetric analysis of UC>2 2\ Sr2* and Cs+ facilitated
transfer by CMPO at micro-water| DCE interfaces
2.1

Introduction

CMPO (see Fig. 1.3) has been widely studied1-4 in industrial applications of reprocessing
spent nuclear waste and was applied as principle extractant in the industrial TRUEX5
process, so that some groups ' still employ this ligand as extractant to investigate the
availability of RTIL as alternative separation medium to conventional organic solvent.
Among them, the prevailing way to analyze the effectiveness of the water-RTIL
extraction system, is to monitor metal distribution ratios between the two phases by
measuring the radioactivity of tracer elements, which was done by expensive analytical
techniques such as inductively coupled plasma9
However, in our lab, a facile and inexpensive analyzing method was developed, which is
electrochemical technique at the micro-ITIES. In this preliminary investigation, a
molecular organic solvent like DCE was employed instead of RTIL, to study the
complexation between CMPO and metal ions in the spent nuclear waste. The
thermodynamic data obtained will be useful in the future comparison research with RTIL
electrochemical extraction methodology.

2.2

Experimental

2.2.1 Chemicals
The

following

chemicals

were

purchased

from

Fluka/Sigma-Aldrich:

tetradodecylammonium tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl)borate (TDATPBC1), 1,2-dichloroethane
(DCE) (99.8 %, anhydrous), 1,2-dichloromethane (DCM) (99.8%, anhydrous), lithium
sulphate monohydrate, lithium chloride, tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBACIO4),
tetramethylammonium sulfate (TMASO4),

strontium nitrate, cesium nitrate, lithium

nitrate, potassium nitrate; Uranyl nitrate was obtained from Fisher Scientific Co (Fisher
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Scientific Co, Chemical Manufacturing Division, Fair Lawn, New Jersy, USA); Sodium
nitrate was from J.T.Baker (Mallinckrodt Baker Inc., Phillipsburg, New jersey, USA);
Several chemicals were purchased from Strem Chemicals (Newburyport, Massachusetts,
USA): octyl(phenyl)-N,N- diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide (CMPO); All the
aqueous solutions were prepared with distilled water, using Fisher brand digital
micropipettes (Japan).
2.2.2 Large-ITIES set-up
Cyclic voltammetric measurements at large-ITIES were carried out in a four electrode
glass cell as shown in Fig. 1.8, where two Luggin capillaries are placed close to the
water|DCE interface in order to minimize the iR drop between the two reference
electrodes. The potential difference was applied between water and DCE, using RE1 and
RE2, and the current was measured via two platinum counter electrodes (CEI and CE2)
fused into the glass vessel. All the experiments at large-ITIES were carried out with cell
2.1 at room temperature (22±2°C). After each experiment, tétraméthylammonium sulfate
(TMASO4) was added into the aqueous phase to calibrate the cyclic voltammograms.

Ag

A gN 03

■+-------- ►
Reference

5 mM M (N 0 3 ) 2

5 mM TDATPBC1

AgTPBCl Ag

------------ ►
Aqueous phase

Organic(DCE)

Reference

Cell 2.1

2.2.3 Micro-ITIES set-up
The micro-ITIES was supported by a well-prepared micropipette, and the micropipette
was fixed by a microelectrode holder (Heka Electronics Inc., Canada) equipped with a
syringe. So with the assistance of microscope a stable interface was achieved by adjusting
syringe. Cyclic voltammetric measurements at the micro-ITIES were conducted in a two
electrodes cell (in Fig 2.1). A silver electrode RE1 was in contact with a DCE solution in
a glass vessel, while another silver electrode RE2 was inserted into micropipette
containing aqueous solution. These two reference electrodes not only applied potential to
the interface, but also collected current from the ion transfer. In cell 2.2 and 2.3, 5 mM
TDATPBC1 in DCE phase served as supporting electrolyte to decrease the resistance of
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DCE and eliminate the effect of migration. All the experiments were conducted at room
temperature.

Fig 2.1 Experimental set-up for micro-ITIES

Ag

Ag 2 S 0 4

Reference

Ag

1.5 mM TM AS0 4
5 mM Li2 S 0 4

5 mM TDATPBCl AgTPBCl Ag

Aqueous phase

A gN 0 3 x mM M (N 03)n

DCE

y mM CMPO

Reference

Cell 2.2

AgTPBCl

5 mM TDATPBCl
Reference

Aqueous phase

Organic(DCE)

Reference

Cell 2.3

2.2.4 Simulation of CVs of IT at the large-ITIES
The COMSOL multiphysics software (version 3.5a, COMSOL Inc and Boston, MA) was
used to generate simulated CVs of IT of divalent cation at the large-ITIES.
As indicated in Chapter 1, the IT reaction was simulated by Butler-Volmer kinetic model,
so the related parameters were setup as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Simulation parameters

a

k°
1 0"3 m3/s

0

V

5 mM

0.5
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2.3

Results and discussions

2.3.1 Confirmation of the diameter of prepared micropipettes

(A)

Fig 2.2 (A)Cyclic Voltammetry obtained with cell 2, at different scan rates, from 25 mV/s to 100
mV/s. (B) Plot o f Ipeakvesus

v a.

Fig 2.2A shows CV of TMA+ transfer from aqueous phase to DCE phase with cell 2.2,
using a prepared micropipette. In the forward scan, TMA+ transfers out of the pipette, and
a peak shaped current is observed due to linear diffusion of TMA+ in the aqueous phase;
in the backward scan, TMA+ transfers into the pipette, and a corresponding steady state
current is recorded because of hemispherical diffusion of TMA+ in the DCE phase. This
is in good agreement with Girault’s result10. The peak current of TMA+ transfer versus
square root of the scan rate is linear, following the Randles-Sevick equation, equation
(2.1), as demonstrated in Fig 2.2B11:
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1/2
=0.4463zFAcTma ^ ( rl Lt ') ^ Dl/2
tma +

( 2 . 1)

25^in
30 pm

Fig 2.3 Cross section o f microhole o f pipette.

Where z, F, A, c, D, T and v are TMA+ charge, Faraday’s constant, surface area of the
interface, concentration of TMA+ in aqueous phase, diffusion coeffient of TMA+ in water,
temperature and scan rate, respectively. Using the slope in Fig 2.2B and diffusion
coeffient of TMA in water, which is reported as 9.0x10' cm /s , we calculated the
diameter of microhole that is 24.7 pm. It agrees well with the expected value, 25 pm. We
also observed the micro-hole under microscope (as shown in Fig 2.3). The diameter was
measured as 25 pm approximately, which verifies the experimental result above.
2.3.2 Determination of formal transfer potential of U 0 22+ and Sr2+

100

(A)
*o< 5 0
* o
-50
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Fig 2.4

Cyclic Voltammetry obtained with cell 2.1, scan rate, 25 mV/s.

(A)

5 mM UCbiNChh in

aqueous phase (solid curve) and adding one drop o f 5 mM solution o f TMASO 4 into aqueous phase
(dashed curve);

(B) 5 mM Sr(NC>3 ) 2 in aqueous phase (red curve) and adding one drop o f 5mM

solution o f TMASO 4 into aqueous phase (black, dashed curve)

In Fig 2.4, solid curves represent CVs obtained with cell 2.1 at large-water| DCE
interface, while dashed curves are CVs obtained when adding one drop of 5 mM
TMASO4 into the aqueous phase. For solid curve, when the potential is increased in the
forward scan, the current taken as positive increases, due to the transfer of U0 2 2+ or Sr2*
from the aqueous phase to the organic phase, so the positive end of this potential window
is limited by the metal ion transfer; whilst at the negative end, the potential window is
limited by nitrate ion transfer, since TDA+ transfers at a more negative potential. For the
dashed curve, there is a pair of peaks around 0.2 V, which represent the transfer of TMA+.
And the peak shape is due to linear diffusion of TMA+ in aqueous or DCE phases. The
formal transfer potential of TMA+ at the water| DCE interface has been determined as
0.16 V 13 based on the TATB assumption14, therefore we used TMA+ as internal standard
to calibrate the potential window. Although in Fig 2.4 we didn’t get the complete peak
shaped response of the transfer of UC>22+ or Sr2+, it is still possible to determine the
formal transfer potential of UC>22+ or Sr2+ with the working curve simulated by the
following method established by Girault and coworkers15.
Fig.2.5A illustrates CVs of divalent cation transfer at large-ITIES, which were simulated
with same formal transfer potential (0 V) and different forward end potentials. For each
CV, they have different Ieos, Irp, and A™
<f>rp, where Ieos is the current at the end of the
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forward scan (EOS), Irp is the return peak current, and A*’^ , is the return peak potential.
If taking Ieo/Irp as a function of

- t^0<t>rp, we can get the working curve, as shown in

Fig.2.5B. Then with leoJlrP and Aw
o<f>rp obtained from experimental CV (in Fig 2.4), we
can determine the corresponding A ^ ° .

(A)

(B)

Fig.2.5 (A) Cyclic Voltammograms obtained by computer simulation;

(B) Plot o f

le<JIrp vs.

A”</>°- A"u<pn, calculated from data o f (A).
The formal transfer potentials of U0 2 2+ and Sr2+ can be determined in this way based on
the experimental CV shown in Fig 2.4. The potentials and the corresponding formal
Gibbs energies of transfer at W/DCE interface are given as follows:
a^

C r = 0 -843V

AGo>^DC£
tr,U022+

uo%

s-io\w—>DCE_
A&„
2+
=
Sr2+

Sr 2 +1

a

K ceK - = O’7 6 V

=162.7 kJ/mol

FAW
DCE\t Sr2 =146.7 kJ/mol
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= 0 '48 v ' 6

AGo ” I,C£=v FA^ < *

= 4« -3 kJ/m o' 16

2.3.3 Facilitated transfer of U 0 21
2* by C M PO at micro-water| DCE
interface

Fig 2.6 (A) Cyclic voltammogram obtained with cell 2.3, when Mn+ is U 0 2 2+, x=5 and y=0 (a), 40 (f),
78 (e), 113 (d), 145 (c), 175 (b); scan rate, 25 mV/s; peak 1 and peak 2 refer to right peak and left peak
o f curve b in the forward scan, respectively . (B) Cyclic votammogram o f N

O 3’

transfer in cell 2.3.

1

Fig 2.6A shows CVs for UO2 transfer at water| DCE interface when the concentration
of CMPO is in excess. Curve a is CV obtained when there is no CMPO in the DCE phase.
The transfer of UO2 and NO3' limits the potential window at positive and negative ends
y1

respectively. UO2

transfer cannot be observed in the potential window, as expected

from its formal transfer potential value. Curve b demonstrates facilitated ion transfer of
U 022+ in the presence of 175 mM CMPO in the DCE phase. Compared with curve a,

1
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there are two peaks (peak

1

and peak 2 ) in the forward scan and a steady state wave in the

backward scan, which are due to linear diffusion of UO2

in the aqueous phase and

hemispherical diffusion of complex U0 2 (CMP0 )n2+ in the DCE phase (as inserts shown
in Fig 2.6A), respectively. These two peaks indicate two distinguished FIT of UO2 from
the aqueous phase to the DCE phase. The reason why the transfer of UO2 could appear
in the potential window for curve b is that the complexation between CMPO and UO2
1

could decrease the Gibbs transfer energy of UO2 as demonstrated by the diagram in Fig
2.7.
AG0',"-™
U 0 22+(aq)

U 0 2 2+ ( D C F .)

nCMPO(DCE)

U 0 2(CMP0)n2+
(DCE)

Fig 2.7 Effect o f complexation on Gibbs transfer energy o f U 0 22+ at the water| DCE interface.

In the diagram,

is the formal Gibbs transfer energy of U0 2 2+ at the water| DCE

interface, which is equal to 162.6 kJ/mol. AG2' is the formal Gibbs free energy of
complexation, and it is proportional to In /? according to AG2’ =-RT]nj3n, where

is

the overall complexation constant. Here /3n is much greater than 1, so AG2 is negative.
AG°'^ZDCEis the formal Gibbs transfer energy of U0 2 2+ with the assistance of CMPO,
and also the sum of AG°>
^fc£and AG12 , therefore AGtr°’w
^ f CE is smaller than AG°;M
"1DC£,
tr\,u <>2
3,uo2
tr \,u o £
in other words, the interfacial complexation decreases the Gibbs transfer energy of UO2
at the ITIES. This decline results in the presence of current response of facilitated UO2
transfer by CMPO in the middle of potential window.
In addition, peak 2 appears in more negative potential than peak 1 in that the Gibbs
1

transfer energy of UO2 at peak 2 is smaller than that at peak 1. Hence the complexation
at peak 2 has a greater complexation constant or higher stoichiometry, compared with the
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complexation at peak 1. To determine the stoichiometry and complexation constant, we
assumed the FIT of UO2

I

is reversible and employed the methodology developed by

Reymond et al.17. First of all, we need to consider the mechanism of FIT of UO22* As
CMPO is a hydrophobic ligand and UO2 is a hydrophilic metal ion, the FIT process is
assumed to follow a TIC/TID mechanism as shown in Fig. 1.7. So based on this
assumption A^

]/2

is linearly dependent on lncL in the case of ligand’s concentration

in excess as follows17:

A wé

RT
(In(A ) + »*c£))
zF

+ = A° 7r M',‘

° n /2 ,MLl+

Where A^

(2 . 2)

1>

]/2

is the half wave potential of M s FIT by ligand L, and obtained

from A"0< f > ----------,
A“$ /W\ + is the formal free metal transfer potential of M+, fin is
^
p C Q K yM L

the over-all complexation constant, cL is the concentration of ligand L, n is the
stoichiometry, z is the charge of the complex, D0 and Dw are the diffusion coefficients of
metal ion in the organic and aqueous phase, respectively. If we assume Da = Dw, then
equation (2 .2 ) can be simplified into
zF
RT
Taking -

1/2,M£+-A ;< ,.)

zF
RT

(2.3)

= ta(Æ )+ nhW )

as y-axis and ln(c^) as x-axis, the stoichiometry n is

the slope and the complexation constant Pn can be deduced from the intercept. Thereby,
1

a set of FIT experiments with constant 5 mM UO2 in the aqueous phase and varying the
concentrations of the ligand from 175mM to 40 mM in DCE phase were done, and the
obtained CVs are curves b-f in Fig 2.6A and calibrated with reference ion, NO3' ( A^"^_
=-0.314 V18, shown in Fig 2.6B). The peak potentials of peak 1 and peak 2 in curves b-f
shift to more positive potentials with decreasing the concentration of CMPO, which
experimentally verifies the dependency of A^

]/2

on the concentration of CMPO.
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Considering that UO2 can coordinate with NO3', which has been demonstrated in the
PUREX process19, we proposed that NO3' participated in the FIT of U0 2 2+ by CMPO, so
there may be complex U0 2 (CMP0 )n(N0 3 )+ formed in DCE phase. For the peak 1 in Fig
2.6A, when taking the complex charge z as +1, the slope n is obtained as 1.92 close to 2,
and the complexation constant/?2 is calculated as 1.76*10n (shown in Fig 2.8A). This
complexation constant value verifies our above assumption that fin is much greater than
1. The FIT reaction at peak 1 can be expressed as shown below:
U O f (w) + NO~ (w) + 2CMPO(o) ^ U02(CMPO)2(NO,)+(o)

(2.4)

At the same time, in a previous paper published by Visser et al. , the structure of uranyl
complexes was investigated by Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) in
dodecane solutions. It was indicated as a hexagonal bipyramid comprising two bidentate
nitrate anions and two monodentate CMPO molecules coordinated (through the P=0
group) equatorially. This agrees well with our results and confirms the existence of
A1

U 0 2(CMP0 )2(N0 3)2. Our mass spectroscopy study of UO2 complex also demonstrated
the existence of U 0 2 (CMP0 )2N 0 3 + (This part of work was done by Tom Stockmann and
in preparation).
(A)

(B)

Fig 2.8 (A)Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and complexation constant for peak 1 in Fig.2.6A;
(B)Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and complexation constant for peak 2 in Fig.2.6A

The stoichiometry and complexation constant for peak 2 in Fig 2.6A were determined
following the same method (illustrated in Fig 2.8B). The charge of the complex, z was
taken again to be +1, the slope n is 2.93. Therefore, the stoichiometry for peak 2 is
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estimated as 1:3 and the corresponding

is 1.38xl014, greater than fi2 . The FIT reaction

at peak 2 can be presented as below:
UC%+(w) + NO;(w) + 3CMPO(o)^±U02(CMPO)i (N 03y(o )

(2.5)

This stoichiometry is also demonstrated by mass spectroscopy study of UO2 complex
carried out in our lab (This part of work was done by Tom Stockmann and in preparation).
2.3.4 Facilitated transfer of Sr2+ by CM PO at micro-Water/ DCE
interface

A0 w<i / V

Fig 2.9 Cyclic voltammogram obtained with cell 2.3, when Mn+ is Sr2+, x=2 and y=0 (a), 57 (b), 71 (c),
84 (d), 97 (e), 108 (f); scan rate, 25 mV/s; peak 1 and peak 2 refer to right peak and left peak o f curve
b in the forward scan, respectively .
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The transfer of Sr2+ was studied under the same conditions as UC>22+, at W/DCE interface.
Curve a illustrates CV obtained with cell 2.3 when the concentration of CMPO is 0. As
the same as the case of UO2 in Section 3.3.1, we only observed the transfer of NO3' at
the negative end of potential window, which still serves as the internal standard to
calibrate the CV. Curve b is the CV of FIT of Sr2+ with 57 mM CMPO in DCE phase. In
this case, two positive peaks in the forward scan and a steady state wave in the backward
scan were observed, and they are controlled by the linear diffusion of Sr

in the

micropipette and the hemispherical diffusion of Sr(CMPO)n2+ out of the micropipette,
respectively (demonstrated by the inserts in Fig 2.9). As indicated in Section 2.3.3.1, the
Gibbs transfer energy of Sr2+ at W/DCE interface is reduced by the interfacial
complexation between Sr2+ and CMPO, so the transfer of Sr2+ could be tested as peak 1
and peak 2 in the potential window for curve b. These two peaks represent two diverse
stoichiometries and complexation constants of Sr2+complexes. To figure out these data, a
set of FIT experiments by changing the concentration of CMPO were conducted and the
CV results obtained are illustrated in Fig 2.9. From curve b-f, the concentration of CMPO
increases and the peak potentials gradually decrease. Following the methodology referred
to in Section 2.3.3.1, the stoichiometry and complexation constant of Sr complex were
estimated. Fig 2.1 OB shows the calculation procedure for peak 1. When taking complex
charge z as +2 because of Sr2+, the slope n is equal to 1.99, so the stoichiometry for peak
1 is approximately 1:2, metal:ligand. And the corresponding complexation constant
calculated from the intercept as 9.1x10

/?2

is

using equation (2.3). The FIT reaction can be

stated as:
Sr2+(w) + 2CMPO{o)

Sr (CMPO)\+(o)

However, the previous results conducted by Horwitz et al.

(2.6)
indicated that in the

extraction of Sr2+ by DCH18C6 from acidic aqueous phase into 1-octanol there was anion
coextraction phenomenon, such as:
Sr2+(w) + 2NOÎ(w) + D CH \ 8 C6 (o) ^ Sr (.DCH\SC6)(NO,)2(o)

(2.7)
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Hence, considering the high coordination number between S r and ligands ' , which is
generally 7 to 10, it is reasonable that the complex Sr(CMP0 )n(N0 3 )+ may be formed in
the FIT of Sr2+. To obtain this stoichiometry n, we substituted z=+l into y-axis, then n is
fitted as 0.998, which is also a logical result. And the corresponding complexation
constant /?, is 5.2* 106. Thus, the FIT reaction for peak 1 can be also expressed as:

(A)

(B)

Fig 2.10 Plots for the calculation o f stoichiometry and complexation constant for peak 1 in Fig.2.9.

Sr2+(w) + NO ;(w) + CMPO{o) ^ Sr (CMP0)(N03)+(o)

(2 . 8)

For the peak 2, the estimation of stoichiometry and complexation constant are shown in
Fig.2.11. When taking the charge of the complex z as +2, the slope n is fitted as 3.09 and
the corresponding complexation constant /?3 is calculated as 2.7x10 . Since 3.09 is close
to 3, the FIT reaction for peak 2 can be expressed as follows:
Sr2+(w) + 3CMPOio) ^ Sr (CMPO)\+(o)

(2.9)

When considering the coordination between NO 3' and Sr2+, and treating z as +1, n is
obtained as 1.54. Several possible stoichiometries could be estimated from this result,
such as 1:1, 1:2 and 2:3 for metal:ligand. Therefore, mass spectroscopic study of the Sr2+
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complex reported in our recently published paper24 verifies these stoichiometries and
proved the existence of Sr(CMPO)22+ and Sr(CMPO)32+. Furthermore, Makrlik et al.25
reported the solvent extraction of Sr2+ into nitrobenzene by CMPO. They indicated the
existence of Sr(CMPO)22+ and Sr(CMPO)32+ and showed the stability constant fi2 and @3
were

1 0 13 and 1 0 17 respectively.

(A)

(B)

Fig 2.11 Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and complexation constant for peak 2 in Fig.2.10.

2.3.5 Facilitated transfer of Cs+ by C M PO at micro-Water/ DCE
interface
Fig.2.12A demonstrates cyclic voltammetry of facilitated ion transfer of Cs+ by CMPO at
W/DCE interface (Cell 2.3). Compared with the CV (curve f) obtained when CMPO’s
concentration is 0, curve a has a FIT peak in the forward scan and a steady state curve in
the backward scan, which are resulted from the linear diffusion of Cs+ in the aqueous
phase and the hemispherical diffusion of Cs+ complex in DCE phase, respectively. The
FIT peak appears near the positive end of the potential window because the Gibbs
transfer energy of Cs+ isn’t reduced too much by the complexation between Cs+ and
CMPO. In other words, CMPO may not coordinate strongly with Cs+. In order to study
the complexation at this FIT peak, we applied the methodology in Section 2.3.3. From
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curve a-e, with decreasing concentration of CMPO, an obvious positive shift of FIT peak
potential was observed. And Fig.2.12B demonstrates the proportional relationship
between ln(c°) and-A >

]/2 ^

.

(A)

(B)

Fig 2.12.

(A) Cyclic Voltammetry obtained with cell 2.3, when M is Cs+, x=5 and y=0 (f), 22 (e), 43

(d), 62 (c), 80 (b), 96 (a); scan rate, 25 mV/s; (B) Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and
complexation constant for graph (A)

The stoichiometry is obtained approximately from the slope as 1, and the complexation
constant /?, is 86.5. Compared with complexation constant of UC>22+ or Sr2+ complex, this
P° is pretty small, which confirms that CMPO does not coordinate strongly with Cs+.
The FIT reaction can be shown as below:
Cs+(w) + CMPO(o) ^ Cs(CMPOy (o)

( 2 . 10)
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In addition, the FITs of Li+, Na+, K+ by CMPO at W/DCE interface were also tested. The
summary of the results is illustrated in Table 2.2. It is interesting to note that the
association constant decreases with increasing the radius of the alkali metals.
Table 2.2. FIT by CMPO at micro-water|DCE interfaces
Complexation

A"DCEGtr,M
° '^ DC£/kJ/mol

Metal ion

Stoichiometryc

Li+

1:1:NA

6.82

0.591s

57.0s

Na+

1:1 :NA

5.51

0.591s

57.0s

K+

1:1 :NA

3.12

0.518s

50.0s

Cs+

1:1 :NA

1.94

0.48b

46.3b

3:1:NA

20.43

2:1:NA

12.96

0.76

146.7

1 : 1:1

6.72

3:1:1

14.14
0.843

162.7

Sr2+

u o 22+
2 : 1 :1

/v

constant(logP„)

11.24

a the formal transfer potential and formal Gibbs transfer energy are from Ref26. b the formal transfer
potential and formal transfer energy are from R ef16. c(n=metal ion : CMPO : N

2.4

O 3")

Conclusions

The formal transfer potential of U0 2 2+and Sr2+ at W/DCE interfaces were determined as
0.843 V and 0.76 V respectively by CVs at large-ITIES. A prepared micropipette was
characterized by cyclic voltammetry and microscope, and the diameter of the micro-hole
was confirmed as 24.7 pm. Using this micropipette, the 1:2:1 and 1:3:1 stoichiometries of
complexes formed by UÛ22+, CMPO and NO3' were demonstrated by cyclic voltammetric
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study of FIT at the water| DCE interface and mass spectrum, and the corresponding
complexation constant were calculated as 1.76xlOn and 1.38><1014, respectively. At the
same time, the 1:2 and 1:3 stoichiometries of complexes formed by Sr and CMPO were
also confirmed by FIT studies at micro-water| DCE interfaces and mass spectrum, and the
corresponding complexation constant were 9.1x10

and 2.7X10 , respectively. The

complexation between Cs+ (or other alkali metal ion) and CMPO were also characterized
at micro-water| DCE interfaces. They all formed complex with 1:1 stoichiometry. And
the results of complexation constant implied CMPO served as a universal ligand for ions
we tried. In addition, the relatively strong coordination between U0 2 2+ or Sr2+ and CMPO
confirms CMPO as suitable extractant in separation of these two spent nuclear waste.

2.5
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Chapter 3
3

Electrochemical studies of U 0 22\ Sr2* and Cs+
facilitated transfer by APPT at micro-water| DCE
interfaces

3.1

Introduction

Although CMPO present good performance in coordinating with U0 2 2+ and Sr2+, it has
been revealed that the CMPO complex could serve as a surfactant in the organic phase
and absorb at the interface between water and organic solvent1. The absorption would
cause the mixing of water with organic solvent and hinder the separation of U0 2 2+ or Sr2+
from the aqueous phase. Therefore, we explored another organic compound as ligand to
extract metal ions and investigated the complexation between ligand and metal ions by
electrochemical studies of the FIT at micro-ITIES.
APPT (Fig.3.1) is a very interesting complexing reagent; it forms immediately highly
stable and intensely colored complexes with a number of heavy metals, by bonding
through the sulphur and hydrazino nitrogen atoms. The presence of phenyl group at the
end of thiosemicarbazone chain increases the solubility of ligand in organic solvent. Most
metal complexes with APPT are easily extractable in organic solvents and also miscible
in methanol and 1, 2-DCE and are suited for the electrochemical study of heavy metals ' .
The ligand APPT was successfully used for the solvent extraction and HPLC
determination of heavy metals4'5.

Fig 3.1 Structure o f APPT
^ I

Therefore, APPT was considered potential candidate to extract UO2

and fission

products from aqueous waste and its complexation reactions with these metal ions were
investigated by electrochemistry at the micro-ITIES.
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DCH18C6 (see Fig 3.2) and TBP (see Fig. 1.2) have been demonstrated as highly efficient
extractant for Sr2+ and UC>22+ in the water-organic solvent extraction system, respectively.
Moreover, DCH18C6 was utilized in the SREX6 process to recover 90Sr2+ from aqueous
spent nuclear waste, while TBP was employed as primary ligand in the PUREX process7
and as assisting ligand in the TUREX process8 to collect UC>22+ for future use. So these
two ligands were compared with APPT in the aspect of complexation with Sr2+ and
U 022+ through electrochemistry at the micro-water| DCE interface, in order to evaluate
the complexation strength of Sr(APPT)n2+ and U0 2 2+(APPT)n2+ complex and test the
potential application of APPT in reprocessing spent nuclear waste.

3.2

Experiment

3.2.1 Chemicals
The

following

chemicals

were

purchased

from

Fluka/Sigma-Aldrich:

Tetradodecylammonium tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl)borate (TDATPBC1), 1, 2-DCE
(99.8%, HPLC grade),

lithium

sulphate, 2-acetylpyridine and 4-phenyl-3-

thiosemicarbazide; Uranyl nitrate was obtained from Fisher Scientific Co (Fisher
Scientific Co, Chemical Manufacturing Division, Fair Lawn, New Jersy, USA). All
the aqueous solutions were prepared with Milli-Q water.
3.2.2 Preparation of APPT
2-acetylpyridine-4-phenyl-3-thiosemicarbazone was prepared following method reported3
previously as shown in Fig. 1.3. In brief, 0.01 mol or 1.672g of 4-phenyl-3thiosemicarbazide was added into approximately 30 ml methanol. The solution was
refluxed for lA hour, then was added dropwise 0.01 mol or 1.2 ml, of 2-acetylpyridine.
The mixture was refluxed for 3 hours and then 40 ml of methanol and 10 ml water were
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added when the mixture had cooled down. The solvent was removed under vacuum, with
temperature kept below 30°C at all times. The product 2-acetylpyridine-4-phenyl-3thiosemicarbazone, was then collected and washed with

20

ml of a

v/v mixture of

1:1

methanol/water. The product which had a very detectable odor due to the presence of
excess of 2-acetypyridine, was recrystallized from 20 ml mixture (3:2, v/v) of methanolwater, yielding white needle-shaped crystals, melt at 179-180°C.
The synthesized crystal was characterized by ]H NMR using a Varian Mercury 400 MHz
NMR spectrometer and MS (Finnigan MAT 8400) at room temperature .
o
NilN

CH3
Methanol

/!----- C = N ---- R---- C— NH---- -

^
3hs.water bath heating

^

,/

j|

Fig 3.3 Preparation o f APPT

3.2.3 Electrochemical measurement
The studies of FIT by APPT (or DCH18C6, TBP) were carried out at micro-ITIES held
by a micropipette prepared in our lab. Cyclic voltammetries at the micro-ITIES were
recorded in a two electrode cell as shown in Fig 2.1, which is consisted of a glass vessel
containing a DCE solution in contact with a silver electrode RE1, and a micropipette
containing the aqueous phase in contact with RE2. All the experiments were conducted at
room temperature. And all the obtained CVs were calibrated with reference ion, N O 3 '. As
indicated in Chapter 2, A”<p°NO- has been reported as -0.314 V based on TATB
assumption.
Ag

A gN 03

x m M M (N 0 3)n

y mM APPT

AgTPBCl

5 mM TDATPBC1
Reference

Aqueous phase

Organic(DCE)

Reference

Cell 3.1
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Ag

A gN 03

x m M M (N 0 3)n

ym M D CH 18C6

AgTPBCl Ag

5 mM TDATPBC1
Reference

0

1

Ag

◄----------- ►
Reference

3.3

Aqueous phase

Organic(DCE)

x m M M (N 0 3)n

y mMTBP

◄----------------►
Aqueous phase

5 mM TDATPBC1
◄------------------- ►
Organic(DCE)

Reference

Cell 3.2

AgTPBCl Ag
------Reference

Cell 3.3

Results and discussion

3.3.1 Characterization of A P P T by 1H-NM R and MS
The 'H NMR spectroscopy indicated the following chemical shifts (8 ) (ppm, CDCI3):
2.50 (3H, s), 7.28 (1H, t), 7.33 (1H, t), 7.43 (2H, t), 7.69 (lH,d), 7.76 (1H, t), 8.01 (1H, d),
8.64 (1H, d), 8.84 (1H, s) and 9.38 (1H, s) for the prepared APPT. The triplet at 7.28 and
7.43 ppm and the douplet at 7.69 ppm, which integrates to 1H, 2H and 2H respectively,
can most likely be assigned to the phenyl groups of APPT. Among these chemical shifts,
the signal at 7.28 ppm seems to be partly overlaped with the signal of solvent CDCI3 at
7.27 ppm, however it still could be assigned to No. 10 proton as shown in Fig 3.4 .
Moreover, the pyridine aromatic protons probably compose the shifted signal at 8.64,
8.01, 7.76 and 7.33 ppm, with an integration value of 1H respectively. As to the NH
hydrazine protons, they generate higher shifted signals which appear at 8.84 and 9.38
ppm. And the most down shifted signal is probably due to the only -CH3 group of APPT,
with a intergration value of 3H. Accordingly, the whole integration is in good agreement
with the chemical structure of APPT, and the chemical shifts are mostly consistent with
those previously reported911.
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Fig 3.4 'H NMR spectra in CDC13 at room temaperature for APPT.

Fig 3.5 illustrates mass spectrum of synthesized APPT, which shows numerous peaks
representing successive fragmentation of the molecule. In the mass spectrum, the
molecular ion peak of APPT was obsvered at m/z 270.1 And the molecular ion losses -
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CH3 group, giving an ion at m/z 255. The other fragments at m/z 192.1,150, 134.1, 120.1,
106.1 and 78 could be assigned as ph-NH-C(=S)-NH-N=C(CH3) residue, ph-NH-C(=S)N residue, NH-N=C(CH3)-py residue, NH=C(CH3)-py residue, HC(CH3)-py residue and
py residue respectively. In addition, the mass spectrum of synthesized APPT matched
well with that from mass spectral database-NIST Mass Spectral Library, which provides
an additonal support of the synthesis of APPT in our lab.
SCAN GRAPH. Flagging=Low Resolution Mft. Highlighting=Base Peak.

Fig 3.5 Mass specturm o f APPT

3.3.2 FIT of Cs+ by A P P T at micro-water| DCE interfaces
Fig 3.6 A presents CV of FIT of Cs+ by APPT at micro-water| DCE interfaces (Cell 3.1).
Curve a illustrates CV obtained when there is no APPT added into DCE phase. The CV
was acquired in two parts. In the right part, the scan started from 0.093 V in the positive
direction where a wave appeared with a peak potential of 0.504 V. This peak-shaped
current could be attributed to the transfer of Cs+ into DCE phase. Then in the reverse scan,
a “s” wave was observed as steady-state current starting from 0.688 V, which indicates
Cs+ transfer back aqueous phase. In the left part of curve a, the CV was first scanned
from 0.170 V to -0.270 V in the negative direction. A peak can be observed with the peak
potential of -0.342 V and it is indicative of NO3' transfer into DCE phase. In the reverse
scan of left part, a steady-state curve appeared as an indication of NO3' transfer back
aqueous phase. Curve b illustrates the CV obtained with the presence of 10 mM APPT in
the DCE phase. In the right part, the CV was scanned from -0.169 V. In the forward scan,
a FIT peak 1 was observed with peak potential of 0.267 V. This indicates the transfer of
Cs+ across water| DCE interface through interfacial complexation with APPT. While a
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sigmoidal shaped wave appeared in the backward scan from -0.169 V to 0.378 V, which
was resulted from the transfer Cs+complex through interfacial decomplexation at microwateri DCE interface.

(B)

Fig 3.6 (A)Cyclic voltammetry obtained with cell 3.1, when Mn+ is Cs+, x=2 and y=0 (a), 10 (b), 12.5
(c), 15.0 (d), 25.0 (e), 37.4 (f); scan rate, 25 mV/s.(B) Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and
complexation constant for peak 1 .

When the concentration of APPT in the DCE phase gradually increased from 10 mM to
37.4 mM, the peak potential of peak 1 in Fig 3.6 Ab-f was found shifting towards
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negative direction. The dependency of peak potential on APPT concentration is in good
agreement with equation (2.3). So

versus ln(c^) can be

plotted with the slope and intercept providing the stoichiometry n and the complexation
constant f3n . Fig 3.6 B presents the linear relationship between \n(c°L) and
zF /

\

^ va^ue

shown as 0.962 demonstrates a

good linear fitting. The stoichiometry for peak 1 was determined as 1 and the
complexation was 2.29x106. Therefore, the electrochemically induced complexation
reaction can be described as:
Cs+(w) + 2APPT(o) ^ Cs(APPT)l (o)

(3.1)

3.3.3 FIT of Sr2+ by A PPT at micro-water| DCE interfaces
As the case of Cs+, facilitated Sr2+ transfer at micro-water|DCE interface was investigated
when the concentration of APPT is in excess as shown in Fig 3.7A. Compared with curve
a where no APPT appeared in the DCE phase, curve f shows the CV of FIT of Sr2+ with
38.5 mM CMPO in the DCE phase. In this case, two positive peaks in the forward scan
were observed with peak potentials of 0.254 V and 0.516 V, respectively, whilst two
sigmoidal waves were shown in the backward scan. The peak and sigmoidal shape waves
correspond to the transfer of Sr2+ in the form of different complexes with APPT at the
micro-water| DCE interface as demonstrated by the inserts in Fig 3.7A. As indicated in
section 2.3.3.1, the Gibbs transfer energy of Sr2+at water| DCE interface is reduced by
the interfacial complexation between Sr2+ and APPT, peak 2 appears in more positive
potential than peak 1 in that the Gibbs transfer energy of Sr2+ at peak 2 is bigger than that
at peak 1. Hence the complexation at peak 1 has a greater complexation constant or
higher stoichiometry, compared with the complexation at peak 2 .
To figure out these thermodynamic data, a set of FIT experiments by changing the
concentration of APPT were conducted and the CV results are illustrated in Fig 3.7Ab-f.
From curve b-f, the concentration of APPT increases and the peak potentials gradually
decrease. Following the methodology referred to in section 2.3.3.1, the stoichiometry and
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complexation constant of Sr2+ complex were estimated. Fig 3.7B shows the calculation
procedure for peak 1. The stoichiometry for peak 1 is determined from the slope as 1:3 as
the ratio of metal to ligand. And the corresponding complexation constant f3x is
>yi

calculated from the intercept as 1.68x10

using equation (2.3). Then one of the FIT

reactions of Sr2+ by APPT can be stated as:
Sr2+(w) + 2APPT(o) ^ Sr {APPT)\+(o)

(3.2)

Fig 3.7 (A) Cyclic voltammetry obtained with cell 3.1, when Mn+ is Sr2+, x=2 and y=0 (a), 8.9 (b),
12.5 (c), 25.0 (d), 37.4 (e), 38.5 (f); scan rate, 25 mV/s. (B) Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and
complexation constant for peak 1. (C) Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and complexation constant
for peak 2 .

For the peak 2, the estimation of stoichiometry and complexation constant are shown in
Fig 3.7C. The slope is fitted as 1.99 and the corresponding complexation constant

is
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calculated as 5 .7 7 xlOn . Since 3.09 is close to 3, the FIT reaction for peak 2 can be
expressed as follows:
Sr2+(w) + 3APPT{o) ^ Sr (.A P P T )\\o)

(3.3)

3.3.4 FIT of U 0 22+ by A PPT at micro-water| DCE interfaces

Fig 3.8 (A)Cyclic voltammetry obtained with cell 3.1, when Mn+ is U 0 22+, x=5 and y=0 (a), 8.5 (b),
15.0 (c), 20.5 (d), 25.5 (e), 30.0 (f); scan rate, 25 mV/s.(B) Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and
complexation constant for peak 1 .

The transfer of UC>22+ was studied under the same conditions as Sr2+, at W/DCE interface
(Cell 3.1). Fig 3.8 A shows cyclic voltammetric response of facilitated U0 2 2+ transfer at
W/DCE interfaces when the concentration of APPT is in excess. Curve a is the CV
obtained when there is no APPT in the DCE phase. The transfer of U0 2 2+ or TPBC1'
limits the potential window at the positive end as expected. Curve b demonstrates the FIT
of UO2 in the presence of 8.5 mM APPT in the DCE phase. Compared with curve a,
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there is a peak shaped wave (peak 1 ) in the forward scan and a sigmoidal wave in the
backward scan, which is due to linear diffusion of UO2

in the aqueous phase and

hemispherical diffusion of complex U0 2 (APPT)n2+ in the DCE phase (as shown by
inserts in Fig 3.8 A) respectively.
Therefore, to determine the stoichiometry and complexation constant of the interfacial
complexation between UO2 and APPT, the methodology in section 2.3.3.1 was utilized.
A set of FIT experiments with constant 5 mM U0 2 2+ in the aqueous phase and varying
the concentrations of the ligand from 8.5 mM to 30 mM in the DCE phase were
conducted, and the corresponding CVs are recorded as curves b-f of Fig 3.8 A. As
expected, the peak potential shifts towards less positive potential with addition of APPT
in the DCE phase. Therefore, making a plot o f ------ (A*’<p|/2

+- Ao<p°M-.+) versus In(c°L),

the stoichiometry n and the complexation constant fin can be deduced from the slope and
intercept based on equation (2.3).
The fitting result is shown in Fig 3.8 B, where the slope is obtained as 2.06, leading to a
stoichiometry of 2 and the complexation constant/?2 is calculated as 1.26><1014. This
complexation constant value demonstrates a good coordination between APPT and the
1

fission product UO2 . And the FIT reaction at peak 1 can be expressed as:
UO? (w) + 2APPT(0 ) ^ U0 2(APPT)22+(o)

(3.4)

Furthermore, the FIT of Li+ by APPT at water| DCE interface was also tested. The
summary of these results is illustrated in Table 3.1. And all the data listed in the table
were calculated based on the assumption that NO3' doesn’t participate in the
coomplexation between metal ions and APPT.
Mass spectroscopy studies of U0 2 (APPT)n complex and Sr(APPT)n

complex were

carried out to confirm the stoichiometry of these complex by a shake flask experiment as
mentioned in our published paper . ESI-MS data was collected using a Micromass LCT
Mass Spectrometer (Water, Milford, MA (USA)) in the positive ion mode. In the
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prelimanary results, a peak at 691.0 m/z was observed and attributed to [Sr(APPT)2N 0 3 ]+.
This work will be continued in the future.
Table 3.1. Summary of FIT by APPT at water| DCE
Metal ions

Stoichiometry(M:L)

Complexation constant

UOz2+

1:2

1.26xl014

1:3

1.68*1021

1:2

5.77xlOn

Cs+

1:1

2.29xl06

Li+

1:1

1.13x10s

Sr2+

From Table 3.1, it should be noted that UC>22+ and Sr2+ complexes present higher
complexation constant than the other two metal ions. This is indicative of better
coordination between APPT and U 02+ or Sr2+ so that this ligand could be potentially
suitable as extractant in reprocessing U 02+ or Sr2+ from spent nuclear waste.
Furthermore, a recently published paper

in our group provided the complexation

information between U 0 2 and TBP which is primary ligand utilized in PUREX process
to extract UC>22+. Its electrochemical study of FIT of UC>22+ by TBP at micro-ITIES
demonstrated two complexation constants equal to 3.2xlOn and 3.9xl0 13 for
stoichiometries equal to 3 and 4. Consequently, the U0 2 (APPT)2

complex showed a

little higher complexation constant when compared with U 0 2 (TBP)n , which leads to a
indication that APPT is comparable with TBP in the aspect of extracting UC>22+ from
aqueous phase.
In addition, Sr(APPT)32+ and Sr(APPT)22+ complex also illustrate high complexation
constant. This attracted our interest in comparing the complexation strengths of
Sr(TBP)n2+and Sr(APPT)n2+ so that the FIT study of Sr2+ by TBP at micro-water| DCE
interface was conducted.
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3.3.5 FIT of Sr2* by TBP at micro-water] DCE interfaces

(B)

Fig 3.9 (A)Cyclic voltammetry obtained with cell 3.3, when Mn+ is Sr22+, x= 2.16 and y=0 (a), 30.0 (b),
75.1 (c), 90.0 (d), 140.0 (e), 160.1 (f); scan rate, 25 mV/s.(B) Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and
complexation constant for peak 1 .

Fig 3.9 A illustrates the CV of facilitated ion transfer of Sr2+ by TBP at the water| DCE
interface (Cell 3.3). Compared with the curve a obtained when TBP’s concentration is 0
in the DCE phase, curve b, where 30.0 mM TBP was added in DCE, has a FIT peak
(peak 1) in the forward scan and a steady state curve in the backward scan. Peak 1
indicates the transfer Sr+ through interfacial complexation with TBP at micro-water| DCE
interface, while the steady state wave points to the transfer Sr+ complex through
interfacial decomplexation. In order to study the complexation reaction of peak 1, we
applied the methodology in Section 2.3.3.1. From curve b-f, with increasing
concentration of TBP, an obvious negative shift of FIT peak potential was observed. And
Fig 3.9 B demonstrates the proportional relationship between ln(c^) and-A ^

i/2

.
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The stoichiometry is obtained approximately from the slope as 2, and the complexation
constant /? is 1.53 x 10 9, which is 100 times smaller than that of Sr(APPT)22+ complex,
and even 1012 times smaller than Sr(APPT)32+ complex. Therefore, APPT shows greater
complexation strength than TBP with Sr2+.
Moreover, there have been numerous studies14' 17 indicating strong coordination between
Sf24 and DCH18C6, such as the application of SREX6 process. In order to further
evaluate the complexation between Sr and APPT, we made a comparison of
complexation constant between Sr(DCH18C6)n2+and Sr(APPT)„2+ complex under the
same conditions, so that the FIT study of Sr2+ by DCH18C6 at micro-water| DCE
interface was investigated.
3.3.6 FIT of Sr2+ by DC H18C 6 at micro-water| DCE interfaces
Fig 3.10A demonstrates the CV of facilitated ion transfer of Sr2+ by DCH18C6 at the
water| DCE interface (Cell 3.2). Curve a is CV obtained without the presence of
DCH18C6 in the DCE phase, while curve b shows the CV when 14.1 mM DCH18C6
was added in DCE. Compared with curve a, two FIT peaks (peak 1 and peak 2) in the
forward scan and a steady state curve in the backward scan were observed in curve b.
Peak 1 and peak 2 indicate the transfer Sr+ through two distinct interfacial complexation
reactions with DCH18C6 at micro-water| DCE interface. In order to study these two
complexation reactions of peak 1 and peak 2, the methodology in Section 2.3.3.1 was
employed. From curve b-f, the peak potentials of both peak 1 and peak 2 gradually
decrease when the concentration of DCH18C6 in DCE increases. Therefore, making a
plot of

versus ln(c^)

— ( a ; <P1/2,AÆT
RT\

0

complexation constants for peak

1

and peak

2

the stoichiometries and the

were deduced from the slope and intercept

in Fig 3.10C and B, respectively. Peak 1 corresponds to stoichiometry equal to 2 with
19
complexation constant equal to 1.42x10 , and peak 2 demonstrates lower stoichiometry
as 1 with complexation constant equal to 4.38x105.
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Fig 3.10 (A)Cyclic voltammetry obtained with cell 3.2, when Mn+ is Sr22+, x=2.13 and y=0 (a), 14.1
(b), 26.3 (c), 34.9 (d), 57.7 (e), 74.9 (f); scan rate, 25 mV/s. (B) Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry
and complexation constant for peak 2. (C) Plots o f calculation o f stoichiometry and complexation
constant for peak 1 .

The obtained complexation constant of Sr(DCH18C6)22+ complex is greater than that of
Sr(DB18C6)22+complex which was measured as 8.7*108 in the study of Makrlik et al.18.
This confirms the investigation by Matel15et al. that the presence of the cyclohexyl group
in DCH18C6 enhanced its extraction ability.
At the same time, Sr(DCH18C6)22+ complex shows 109 times lower complexation
constants than Sr(APPT)22+ complex in the same measuring condition. Accordingly,
APPT was again verified to have strong ability to coordinate with Sr2+.
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3.4

Conclusions

The synthesized APPT in our group was characterized by 'H-NMR and MS, which
precisely demonstrated the structure and molar mass of APPT. And then the
complexation between APPT and spent nuclear waste like UC>22+, Sr2+ and Cs+ were
examined by cyclic voltammetric study of FIT at micro-water| DCE interfaces. The
interfacial complexation reactions of UO2

and Cs

demonstrated complexation

constants as 1.26><1014 and 2.29* 106 for stoichiometries equal to 2 and 1, respectively. As
to Sr(APPT)n2+ complex, the results showed two distinct complexation where
complexation constants were equal to 1.68x10

and 5.77x10

Furthermore, the complexation constant of Sr(APPT)2

for n equal to 2 and 1.

complex were confirmed higher

than that of Sr(DCH18C6)22+ complex and Sr(TBP)22+ complex, which was also verified
in the case of UO2 . Therefore, APPT is considered as powerful candidate in the
application of recovering UC>22+and Sr2+from aqueous waste.
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Chapter 4
4

Investigation of thermodynamics of ion transfer at the
water| P6 6 6 14 TB interface by means of three-phase
junction electrochemistry

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1 Background
Until 2000, the only electrochemical technique to study ion transfer across liquid|liquid
interfaces was the direct polarization of a liquid|liquid interface using a four-electrode1 or
two-electrode potentiostat. The four-electrode system employs two reference electrodes
at the large-ITIES while two-elelctrode system uses micropipette or microhole to hold the
micro-ITIES where two electrodes serve as reference and counter electrodes. Such microITIES considerably decreases the capacitive currents and the iR drop in ion transfer
experiments. However, these two kinds of methods are limited in the study of highly
hydrophilic ion transfers at the ITIES due to the presence of electrolytes in the organic
phase.
In 2000 , Scholz’s laboratory reported a new approach to accomplish the transfer of ions
across a liquid|liquid interface with the help of a common three-electrode potentiostat by
utilizing a special kind of three-phase electrode. The three-phase electrode was formed by
attaching a droplet of an organic phase that contains an electroactive lipophilic neutral
compound to a graphite electrode and inserting it into aqueous phase. So ion transfer at
this ITIES was driven by the electrochemical reaction of the compound in the organic
phase. This method overcomes the limitation of accessible potential window and makes it
available to study the hydrophilic ions transfer at the interface between water and
nonaqueous phases.
Hydrophobic RTIL has been considered as potential alternative solvent to extract fission
product metal ions such as UC>22+, Sr2+ and Cs+ from aqueous phase with assistance of
coordinating compound, so three phosphonium-based hydrophobic RTIL were
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sysnthesized and their hydrophobicity were also evaluated by cyclic voltammetry at
micro-water|RTIL interface in this chapter.
Furthermore, the thermodynamic data (A

of cation and anion transfer at the interface

between aqueous phase and desirable hydrophobic RTIL was investigated by three-phase
junction electrochemistry, especially for the transfer of extremely hydrophilic cations
U 022+ and Sr2+ . According to equation (2.2), only the stoichiometry of the complex
could be determined without A

. So in order to evaluate the complexation constant,

the formal potential of metal ion transfer at the water| RTIL should be quantified.
4.1.2 Theoretical basis for the determination of formal ion transfer
potential with three-phase electrodes
The following derivation process provides a theoretical basis for the formal ion transfer
potential determination by the method of three-phase junction electrochemistry.
4.1.2.1

Anion transfer

The overall reaction process of electron transfer occurring across the electrode |organic
solvent interface and simultaneous anion transfer at the aqueous solution |organic solvent
interface can be described as4:
R ed ^) + Anion(w)

O x ^ + Anion“^ + e

(4.1)

In equilibrium, the reaction can be expressed by a Nemst equation:
r*co
rg
AW id'
. RT co
Ox
Anion
E = ERd'c d(nJO x.+ - Ao
rg0An,o„-+— ]n( r org w
(«*) (o)
R ed Anion~

(4.2)

where ER
e'e£/(0)/Ctt(0
+) is the formal redox potential of reductant in the organic phase,
A^rg^Anum-

foe formal transfer potential of the anion (Anion') from water to organic

phase.
Due to the requirements of electroneutrality and mass conservation of the organic phase,
it holds that:
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co
rg =co
rg
Ox+
Anion
c °rg

Red

t c °rg -

&

(4.3)
c

(4.4)

R ed

where cK . is the initial concentration of reductant in the organic phase.
At E -E i/2, it follows that c°Z - c°Z and equation (4.2) can be rewritten as:

F

- A oorS
wrv T<
b
T Anion

— F e'

1/2 _

RT
----- ln (

2c” _

,An,on)

(4.5)

io)

'Red,

Therefore, the formal transfer potential of anion from water to organic phase could be
calculated from the experimental half-wave potential, formal redox potential of Red/Ox+
and the known concentrations of anion in the aqueous phase and Red in the organic phase.
4.1.2.2

Cation transfer

As to the case of cation, the overall reaction process can be described as5:
Cx(Chs)+ e + Cat(w) —>Red{0rg)+ Cat(0lg)

(4.6)

with the following Nemst equation:
E = E O'

w6
e'
-A orS
’ Cat ♦ +

R T . ,c ° £ c Z
ln ()
org ■
F - cRorged~ cat+

(4.7)

where EO
0x(0)/Re^0| is the formal redox potential of oxidant in the organic phase, Aw
org<t>e^

is

the formal transfer potential of the cation (Cat+) from water to organic solvent.
At the half-wave potential, it assumes that c°Z~ = CZ = 1/ 2c^ and equation (4.7) can
be rewritten as:

£El/2 = E6'

( O)

-A w
+™ l n ( ^ l
”
° " Ca'

/R ed,

(4.8)

Accordingly, the formal transfer potential of cation from water to organic phase could be
determined based on the above equation and experimental measurement of half-wave
potential.
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4.1.3 Redox detector in three-phase junction electrochemistry
In this chapter, three kinds of electroactive lipophilic compounds have been utilized as
redox detector to study anion or cation transfer at water|nonaqueous phase interface:
dmfc, TCNQ and Fe(III)-TPPCl as shown in Fig 4.1a, b and c respectively.

Fig 4.1 (a) Decamethylferreocene; (b) Tetracyanoquinodimethane; (c) Iron meso-tetraphenyl porphine.

Like ferrocene, dmfc is easily oxidized to monovalent cation, and its oxidation can be
expressed as:
dmfc —»e' + dmfc+

(4.9)

Since the reduction of dmfc in the organic phase leads to the accumulation of positive
charge, it would drive anions of aqueous phase to transfer into organic phase which
causes corresponding current signal, so that dmfc/dmfc+ could serve as redox detector in
the study of anion transfer at ITIES.
Another compound TCNQ is easily reduced electrochemically to give a blue-coloured
radical anion TCNQ', which could be continuously reduced into a bivalent anion TCNQ '
as shown in equation (4.10) and (4.11).
TCNQ + e —»TCNQ'

(4.10)

TCNQ' + e'—»TCNQ2'

(4.11)

So TCNQ could be utilized in the study of cation transfer at the ITIES.
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The other reducible compound used in the investigation of cation transfer is Fe(III)TPPC1 and its reduction can be described as:
Fe(III)-TPPCl + e —+Fe(II)-TPPCl

4.2

(4.12)

Experiment

4.2.1 Chemicals
All chemicals of analytical reagent grade or higher were used as received. The following
chemicals were purchased from Fluka/Sigma-Aldrich (Fluka/Sigma-Aldrich Canada,
Mississauga, ON): Tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ), decamethlyferrocene (dmfc),
Iron meso-tetraphenylporphine (Fe(III)-TPPCl), tetrabuthylammonium bromide (TBABr),
tetraethylammonium

iodine

tétraméthylammonium

(TEAI),

perchlorate

tétraméthylammonium
(TMACIO4),

sulfate

(TMA2SO4),

tétraméthylammonium

nitrate

(TMANO3), 2-Nitrophenyl octyl ether (NPOE)(99%), 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) (99.8 %,
anhydrous), 1,2-dichloromethane (DCM) (99.8%, anhydrous), tetrabutylammonium
perchlorate (TBACIO4), tétraméthylammonium sulfate (TMASO4),

strontium nitrate,

cesium nitrate, lithium nitrate, potassium nitrate, potassium chloride, lithium sulphate
monohydrate, lithium bromide, heptadecafluorooctanesulfonic acid potassium salt
(KFOS), trihexyltetradecylphosphonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (P666i4NTf2);
Uranyl nitrate (U0 2 (N0 3 )2) and lithium chloride were obtained from Fisher Scientific Co
(Fisher Scientific Co, Chemical Manufacturing Division, Fair Lawn, New Jersy, USA);
Sodium nitrate was from J.T.Baker (Mallinckrodt Baker Inc., Phillipsburg, New jersey,
USA); Several other chemicals were purchased from Strem Chemicals (Newburyport,
Massachusetts, USA): octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutyl- carbamoylmethylphosphine oxide
(CMPO),

potassium

tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)-

borate

(KTPFB),

trihexyldecylphosphonium bromide (P666i4Br); Nitrobenzene (NB) (99.8%) was provided
by Dr. Robert Hudson. All aqueous solutions were prepared with Milli-Q water (18.2 M
Ü).
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4.2.2 Preparation of hydrophobic RTIL
Trihexyltetradecylphosphonium (P66614*), a large phosphonium based

cation has been

demonstrated to be highly hydrophobic6. With this desirable cation, we prepared three
different

RTILs

coupled

with

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

(NTf2')6,

heptadecafluorooctanesulfonic acid (FOS') and tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate ( T B ') ,
which are all considered as highly hydrophobic anions. Pé66i4 N Tf 2 was puchased, and
P66614TB and P66614FOS were sythesized in our lab.
P66614TB was prepared by mixing K T B with an equimolar amount o f P666i4Br in
dichloromethane for a couple o f days (shown in Fig 4.2 ). And the purificaton was done
by repeatedly washing the product with deionized water.

P(C6H13)3(C 14H29)BrfRr,^ +

CH2Cl,

+
R.T., 24-48 h "

KBr^

org

Fig 4.2 Preparation of P666mTB
P66614FOS was prepared following the method indicated above, and its reaction is shown
in Fig 4 .3 .
ch 2c i2

P(C 6H13)3 (C 14H29)BrrRT/u + CF3(CF2)7S 0 3K„

R.T., 24-48 h
CF3(CF2)7S 0 3P(C6H13)3(C14H29)fo^

Fig 4.3 Preparation of P66614FOS

+ KBr^
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4.2.3 Preparation of Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode
Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode was purchased from GaossUnion (Wuhan, China)
with a diameter 3 mm as shown in Fig 4.4. The graphite electrode surface was prepared
by polishing with wet 400-grit SiC powder on polishing pad, followed by washing and
sonication in distilled water for 30 seconds. Then the electrode surface was dried gently
with an adsorbent tissue and air flow. The processed surface was moderately hydrophobic
illustrated by the failure of a drop of water to spread across its surface. Then the
electrode was held upside down to transfer 2 pL organic solvent on the dry surface with a
small syringe. The organic solvent spread rapidly across the graphite surface and adhered
to it. The electrode was immediately inverted and immersed in the aqueous solution for
further electrochemical measurement.

Fig 4.4 Schematic of Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode

4.2.4 Cyclic voltammetric studies at micro-water| RTIL interfaces
Cyclic voltammetric measurements at micro-water|RTIL interfaces (Cell 1 and Cell 2)
were conducted in a two-electrode cell in Fig 2.1, consisted of a glass vessel which
contains RTIL in contact with a silver electrode RE1 and a micropipette containing the
aqueous phase in contact with RE2. The temperature during the experiments was
maintained at 60°C by circulating water through the jacket of the cell.
Ag

AgN 0 3 5 mM Li2S0 4

-------------►

Reference

Aqueous phase

RTIL Ag(RTIL-anion) Ag

-«---------------Reference

Cell 4.1
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Ag

AgNQ3 5 mM TBASO4

RTIL Ag(RTIL-anion) Ag
m----------------

Reference

Aqueous phase

Reference

Cell 4.2

4.2.5 Three -p h a s e junction electrochemistry
A ll cyclic voltammograms in three-phase junction electrochemical experiments were
recorded at room temperature (22.3 °C) using a CHI 800 B electrochemical analyzer (CH
Instrument, Inc. U SA). Three-phase junction electrochemistry measurements were
performed with a standard three-electrode electrochemical cell, as shown in Fig 4 .5 . A
Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode immobilized by a 2 pL droplet o f P66614TB, NB
or NPOE containing x mM dmfc, TCN Q or Fe(III)-TPPCl served as the working
electrode and a A g/AgCl (saturated K C 1) electrode and a Pt wire as the reference and
counter electrode, respectively.
D PVs in three-phase junction electrochemical experiments were also recorded at room
temperature (22.3 °C) using the Modulab System from Solartron Analytical (Ametek
Advanced Measurement Technology, Famborough, Hampshire, United Kingdom)
equipped with a Femto ammeter. And they were all performed with the following
parameters: pulse amplitude 0.05 V and step 0.004 V , pulse period 0.5 s, pulse width 0 .2 s
and sample period 8.2% o f pulse width.
SW Vs in three-phase junction electrochemical experiments were also conducted by the
Modulab System with a Femto ammeter at room temperature. Their performing
parameters were set as: frequency 10 Hz, pulse amplitude 0.05 V and step 0.005 V.
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*

Aqueous phase

RTIL or organic solvent

Fig 4.5 Experimental setup o f three-phase junction electrochemistry

4.2.6 Ultramicroelectrode electrochemistry
Ultramicroelectrode (UME) electrochemical experiments were performed at various
temperature (2 2 .3 , 30 , 4 0 , 50 , 6 0 °C) using the Modulab System from Solartron Analytical
(Ametek

Advanced

Measurement

Technology,

Famborough,

Flampshire,

United

Kingdom) equipped with a Femto ammeter. Pt-UME disk electrode was prepared in our
lab with a 25 pm Pt. In the experiment, Pt-UME employed as working electrode was
immersed into P66614TB phase dissolved with dmfc (or TCNQ). And A g wire served as
reference electrode.
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4.3

Results and discussion

4.3.1 Evaluation of hydrophobicity of synthesized RTILs
Fig 4 .6 A , B and C illustrate the potential windows o f C V s at micro-water|P666i4NTf2>
water|P666i4FOS and water|P666i4TB interfaces, respectively (Cell 1). Comparing the
negative end o f curve A, B and C, it seems that the negative end o f these potential
windows are limited by the transfer o f P66614 or SO4

According to the formal transfer

potential o fN T f 2 (17 m V6), FOS '( 7 7 m V6), Li + (590 m V 8) and T B (710 m V 9) at W/DCE
interface, the limiting ion at the positive end o f the potential window should be N T f2" for
curve A, FO S' for curve B, and Li+ for curve C, respectively. A t the same time, the
positive ends o f the potential window for P66614TB goes 0.5 V further than those for
P66614FOS and P666i4NTf2, which is ascribed to the greatest hydrophobicity o f TB ' among
these anions. Consequently, the width o f potential window is 850 m V for P66614TB, much
greater than 400 m V and 350 m V for P66614FOS and P666i4NTf2. This large potential
window also provides the possibility to determine FIT o f metal ions at micro-water|RTIL
interfaces.

Fig 4.6 Cyclic Voltammetry at the interface between water and P666i4NTf2 (A), P66614FOS (B) and
P66614TB (C) (cell 4 . 1). Scan rate:25 mV/s. Temperature: 60 °C for (A) and (C) , room temperature for
(B).
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N ishi10 et al. reported the solubility o f the RTIL in water could be estimated from the
width o f the potential window at the water|RTIL interfaces:

^R T IL

,o
anion

t

w

A W
JO
_
^ R T IL Y c a tio n ~

R T

F

w

(4 . 13)

111

Where K * is the solubility product o f RTIL in water, A w
m L<t>°anion is the standard transfer
potential o f RTIL anion and Aw
RTIL<l>0atio
c„ is the standard transfer potential o f RTIL cation.
Because the potential window for W/P66614TPFB may be limited by and Li+ and P666i4+ or
by Li+ and SO42’, we assume Aw
RnL<t°TPFB- - A Zt

i l

is greater than 0.85 V. Therefore the

solubility o f P66614TB in water is less than 3 .7 X10"7 M, which implies great
hydrophobicity.

4.3.2 Cyclic voltammetric study
wateri P66614 TB interfaces

of

ion

transfer

at

micro-

A s indicated above, C V at the water|P666i4TPFB interface provides a large potential
window so that the transfer o f moderately hydrophilic ions across the interface could be
measured within the potential window. Fig 4 .7 A shows a typical C V o f the TBACIO4
transfer at water|P666i4TB interface (Cell 2 ). A pair o f peaks at 0 V in the forward scan
and 0.2 V in the backward scan represents CIO4" transfer and the left pair o f peaks stand
for T B A + transfer. It is obvious that the current responses for the transfer o f T B A + and
CIO4' into the micropipette, which are controlled by the hemispherical diffusion o f T B A +
and C 1CV, are peak shaped, rather than steady state as expected. The diffusion coefficient
plays an important role in determining the shape o f the current response, so this
phenomenon may be ascribed to the diffusion coefficient o f T B A + or CIO4' in P66614TB.
Fig 4 .7 B illustrates C V s o f the transfer o f T B A + at the water|P666i4TB interface, with
different scan rates. Employing equation (2 . 1), we can determine the diffusion coefficient
o f T B A + in P66614TB (as shown in Fig 4 .7 C). The value is equal to 1.8 xl0 '8 cm2/s.
Compared with its diffusion coefficient in the D CE phase , this experimental value is
thousand times lower. Therefore, as indicated above, the depression o f the diffusion
coefficient o f T B A + in P 666i4TB affects the current response, and makes it as peak shaped
in the case o f hemispherical diffusion.
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Furthermore, CVs at the water|P666i4TB interface were calibrated on the TATB scale in
our recently published paper11 and it provided a summary of moderately hydrophilic ion
transfer data at the water|P666i4TB interface.

(B)

(C)

Fig 4.7 (A) Cyclic Voltammetry at the interface between water and P6 6 6 1 4 TB in the presense o f 45 mM
T B A C IO 4

in P 6 6 6 1 4 T B at 25 mV/s (Cell 5); (B) Cyclic votammograms o f the transfer o f

TB A +

at

different scan rate: 25 mV/s (a), 36 mV/s (b), 49 mV/s (c), 64 mV/s (d), 81 mV/s (e); (C) Plot o f Ipeak
vesus

v,/2.

As to the highly hydrophilic ions, the following three-phase junction electrochemistry
was conducted to study their transfer at the water|P666i4TB interface. These moderately
hydrophilic ion transfers were also investigated through this method.
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4.3.3 Studies of ions transfer at water| organic solvent through threephase junction electrochemistry

Fig.4.8 Cyclic voltammograms measured with a nitrobenzene droplet containing 0.05 mol/L
decamethylferrocene, attached to a Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode and immersed in different
aqueous electrolyte solutions: (a) lm ol/L TBABr, (b) lm ol/L TEAI, (c) lm ol/L

K N O 3,

(d) lmol/L

KC1 and (e) 10 mol/L TMACIO 4 .

To verify the validity of our three phase junction electrochemistry method, we first apply
this method at water and nitrobenzene interface, which has been already studied in the
past. Fig.4.8 shows cyclic voltammograms of 0.05 mol/L solution of dmfc in a 2 pL
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nitrobenzene drop immersed in different aqueous electrolyte solutions. In Fig.4.8a, a pair
of peaks was observed with the half-wave potential of 0.066 V. As described in the figure,
anodic peak corresponds to the oxidation of dmfc coupling with Br' transfer into NB
phase as shown in the following simple redox reaction:
dmfC(NB)+ Anion;w) -* dmfc^B)+ Anionp^ )+ e

(4.14)

In addition, it is apparent that the half-wave potentials of peaks in each CV are depend on
the kind of anions present in the aqueous phase. Based on equation (4.5), a linear
correlation between the half-wave potential E 1/2 and formal transfer potential ANB/ nionwith a negative unity slope is mathematically expected. With the experimental data
summarized in Table 4.1, the fitting curve shown in Fig.4.9 verifies this consideration.
The half-wave potential is plotted versus the formal transfer potential. The dependence is
linear, with a correlation coefficient of the regression line R = 0.998 and a slope of -1.02,
which is in fairy good agreement with equation (4.5). The intercept of the line in Fig.4.9
is -0.218 V (versus Ag|AgCl), which corresponds to the standard redox potential of
dmfc/dmfc+ couple in nitrobenzene as mentioned in the previous literature3.
Table 4.1. The half-wave potential of decamethylferrocene dissolved in nitrobenzene
and immersed in various electrolytes compared to the formal transfer potential
differences of these electrolytes on the nitrobenzene! water interface.
An"-

NCV

Cl

Br'

I'

CIO4'

K iyDb /T 'anion
- - /V

-0.270

-0.324

-0.295

-0.083

-0.191

E 1/2/V

0.053

0 .1 1 2

0.079

-0.138

-0.014
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Fig.4.9 Correlation between half-wave potentials determined from Fig.4.8 and the formal potentials o f
anion transfer at the water| NB interface.

Cyclic voltammogram of 5.8 mmol/L solution of TCNQ were presented in Fig.4.10. 2 pL
NPOE drop attached on EPGE was immersed in 0.5 mol/L TPrAHSC>4 aqueous solution.
Obviously, two pairs of waves I-F and II-II’ were observed with half-wave potentials
(E1/2) of 0.406 V and -0.225 V (versus Ag|AgCl). Peak I and I’ are the cathodic and
anodic peak of TCNQ respectively, coupling with transfer of TPrA+ at the water|NPOE
interface. While peaks II-II’ correspond to cathodic and anodic response of TCNQ" with
transfer of TPrA+. Accordingly, TCNQ, as a redox probe in the three-phase junction
electrochemisty measurements, can be reduced in two subsequent electroreduction steps
as follows:
TCNQ(NPOE)+ e + Cation(w) —»TCNQ^ q^-I- Cation

TCNQ NPOE+ e + Cation (w) —>TCNQ^Q^-t- Cation^Q^

(4.15)

This is in good agreement with the recently published results12.The potential gap between
the first and second peak is 0.631 V, which is very close to the potential separation
between the first and second reduction of TCNQ in NPOE in the above paper12.
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Fig.4.10 Cyclic voltammograms obtained with an droplet NPOE containing 5.8 mmol/L TCNQ,
attached to EPGE and immersed in 0.5 mol/L TPrAHSO,».

Fig.4.11 shows the voltammetric response of TCNQ redox reaction in a 2 pL droplet
attached on EPGE in different aqueous electrolyte solutions. The half-wave potential of
CVs differs due to cations present in the aqueous phase.
The same as the case of dmfc, a linear correlation between the half-wave potential E 1/2
and formal transfer potential Aw
NPOE<l>ecation+ is expected with a negative unity slope. The
experimental data were summarized in Table 4.2. Fig.4.11 presents the plot of E 1/2
versus A

+ . The dependence is linear, with a correlation coefficient of the

regression line R2= 0.994 and a slope of -0.990. This result confirms the validity of using
TCNQ as redox probe in our three-phase junction electrochemistry easements to study
cations transfer at the interface between water and organic solvent.
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Fig.4.11 Cyclic voltammograms measured with an droplet containing 5.8 mmol/L TCNQ, attached to
a Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode and immersed in different aqueous electrolyte solutions: (a)
1 mol/L T M A N 03, (b) 1 mol/L TEAI, (c) 1 mol/L C sN 0 3, (d) 0.5 mol/L TPrAHS04 and (e)l mol/L
TBABr

Table 4.2. The half-wave potential of tetracyanoquinodimethane dissolved in
nitrophenyl octyl ether and immersed in various electrolytes compared to the
formal transfer potential differences of these electrolytes on the nitrophenyl octyl
ether| water interface.

CatVV
Aw d)9'

MB'cation*

E 1/2 /V

/V

TBA+

TPrA+

TEA+

TMA+

Cs+

-0.187

-0.081

0.049

0.112

0.253

0.467

0.406

0.247

0.203

0.040
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Fig.4.12 The dependence o f half-wave potentials determined from Fig.4 on the formal transfer
potentials.

Therefore, three-phase junction electrochemistry could be applied to study the ions
transfer at the interface between water and organic solvent, with assistance of dmfc and
TCNQ. And the correlation between E 1/2 and Aw
NB(t eanion- or ^NPOE^alion* verifies the
validity of our three-phase junction electrochemistry using Edge plane pyrolytic graphite
electrode.
4.3.4 Studies of ions transfer at water]P66614TB interface through
three-phase junction electrochemistry
Using TCNQ as a reductive probe and dmfc as a oxidized probe, we can measure the
transfer potential of cations and anions at the water| P66614TB interface with the threephase junction approach, which has been examined in water| organic solvent system.
4.3.4.1

Dmfc as redox probe to study anion transfer

Fig.4.13 illustrates the cyclic voltammograms of 2.0 mM dmfc in P66614TB droplet which
is attached on the surface of EPGE and then immersed in 1 mol/L LiCl (a) and 1 mol/L
LiBr (b) respectively. In the potential window of graph (a), a pair of waves was observed
around 0.1V, which attributes to the oxidation or reduction of dmfc in P66614TB
accompanying the injection or ejection of Cl". In graph (b), a pair of waves appears at
different potential due to the distinct anions in aqueous solution. This suggests that dmfc
could be employed as redox probe in the three-phase junction electrochemistry for
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studying anion transfer at water and P666i4TB ionic liquid interface as shown in the
following redox reaction:
dmfc(Rm)+ Anion;w) - » dmfc^m)+ Anion^m)+ e

(4.16)

Fig.4.13 Cyclic voltammetric response o f an P666]4TB droplet containing 2.0 mM dmfc attached to a
Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode, which is immersed in (a) 1 mol/L LiCl, (b) 1 mol/L LiBr at
the scan rate o f 2 mV/s.

Due to the low solubility of dmfc in P666i4TB ionic liquid, the peak current, which is
proportional to concentration of dmfc in ionic liquid as shown in equation (2.1), is 10 to
100 times lower than one of water and organic solvent system.
However, the peak currents are relatively large, especially considering the rather small
concentration of 2 mol/L of dmfc. In case of droplets of NB, it has been proven that the
reaction starts at the three-phase junction, which may be not available to P66614TB droplet.
Scholz13 et al. explained this increasing current as a result of the good conductivity of
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RTIL. The potential at the EPGE|P666i4TB interface is potentiostatically controlled so that
the electron transfer occurs across the entire interface as well as the ion transfer across
the entire P666i4TB|water interface. Therefore, the effective electrode surface area in the
case of P66614TB droplet is much greater than that in the case of NB droplet.
According to equation (4.5), the formal transfer potential of anions at the interface
between water and P66614TB could be determined from its corresponding anion’s
concentration and half-wave potential in three-phase junction electrochemistry. However,
it also requires the formal redox potential of dmfc in P66614TB (E*

),

which unfortunately was unknown. Moreover it seems rather difficult to measure
accurately this value due to expected interferences by the liquid-junction potentials. To
solve this problem, some methods were demonstrated in the previous literature. Fermin et
al. measured the formal redox potential of the Fc/Fc+ couple in 1, 2-dichlorotethane by
the study of electron transfer at the water|l, 2-dichloroethane interface. In this process, it
required the formal transfer potential of TMA+at the interface to calibrate experimental
CV and formal redox potential of Fe(CN)63'/ Fe(CN)64' couple in water. It obviously
complicates the whole experiment using this method to determine is, ,
Alternatively, Gulaboski4 et al. attempted to estimate the formal redox potential of the
dmfc/dmfc+couple in n-octanol on the basis of extrapolating formal transfer potential of
CF at the water| n-octanol interface. In our case, the formal redox potential of the
dmfc/dmfc+couple in P66614TB could be estimated from a known anion’s formal transfer
potential at the water| P666i4TB interface, like NO3'. Its A\ tA^ > eNCr was obtained in the
microelectrode experiment11 as -0.305 V. Fig.4.14a presents CV for the redox reaction of
dmfc/dmfc+ in a droplet of P66614TB when immersed in 1 mol/L TMANO3. The half
wave potential ( Em ) has been calculated as the arithmetic middle of the anodic and
cathodic peak potentials from Fig.4.14a Therefore, according to equation (4.5),
E e'

.. , +

is determined a s -0.016 V.

Given the above formal redox potential, other anion’s formal transfer potential at the
interface of water|P666i4TB was also studied. CVs for the case of CF, Br' and T are
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illustrated in Fig.4.13a, Fig.4.13b and Fig.4.14b respectively. With these experimental
data, the formal transfer potential of Cl\ Br and I' are calculated and listed in Table 4.3
Strictly, it is only allowed to use equation (4.5) for completely reversible systems. The
peak separations (potential difference between anodic and cathodic peaks) in Fig.4.13
and Fig.4.14 leave some doubt in the electrochemically reversibility, but the deviation
seems to be rather small, and it is still possible that the peak separation is caused by the
resistance across the RTIL droplet.

Fig.4.14 Cyclic voltammetric response o f a P666i4TB droplet containing 2.0 mM dmfc attached to a
Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode, which is immersed in (a) 1 mol/L
T E A I,

(c) 0.5 mol/L

TM A 2SO 4

TM A N O 3,

(b) 1 mol/L

at the scan rate o f 2 mV/s.

Moreover, a hydrophilic ion SO4 ' was studied in Fig.4.14c. Since equation (4.5)’s
prerequisite is the transfer of monovalent anion at the interface, it is not reasonable to
employ it in the case of SC>42\ Therefore, for the case of SO42', the overall reaction
process is proposed as:
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(4.17)

i^rnfc(RnL)’*~1/2SC>4(w) —>dmfc(RTIL)+ l/2S 04iRTIL)+ e

The reaction can be separated into two steps, and the first step is oxidation of dmfc
shown as:
d ^ fc fR T IL )

(4.18)

t ^m ^C (RTIL)"*’ e

Its Nemst equation is describes as:
RTIL

F1 = Fe'
dmfc I dm fc f

i

^ tj
n r

So

the

Gibbs

In

dmfc'

(4.19)

n &TlL
L dmfc

free

energy

of

this

reaction

could

be

presented

as

RTIL

R T i n Cdmfc+

AG, =-nFEx

n r

(4-20)

Cdmfc

And the second step is the transfer of SO42" at the interface of water|P666i4TB:
1 /2 8 0 ^ —> 1 / 2 8 0 ^ ^

(4.21)

The Gibbs free energy of this reaction AG2 is equal to:
L

AG2 =A;riLGes^ + R T ] n

k t il

\} s o i

(4.22)

where AR
J ,LGeSQ2_ is formal Gibbs free energy of S O 2/'- transfer and it follows the
dependence of:
K tilG6^

= - zFA

(4.23)

where is Aw
RTIL<f>esoi- formal transfer potential of S0 42Z-' at the interface of water|P666i4TB.
Moreover the Gibbs free energy of overall reaction AGlolal is equal to AG2 + AG, and can
be presented as AGlolal = -nFE, so,
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w

^ =

R T

,Q '

sol

ln(

cR
TIL*+\]soj
F "
dwf0■

(4.24)

tRTIL L * h l
’dmfc

>lCsofr

The requirement of electroneutrality and mass conservation of P66614TB phase leads to:
RTIL _
RTIL
Cdmfc+ ~ CSO\~

RTIL . RTIL
dmfc Cdmfc* ~

(4.25)

'

**

(4-26)

At the half-wave potential,

= c*™+ = 1/ 2cdmfcand cJo2_ does not change significantly

during the experiment due to the large volume of aqueous phase, then,

E,n
= Ee'
, +-A "RTIL^t s q *
1/2
dmfc! dmfc

RT
— ln(,

'soi'

(4.27)

fdmfc

According to equation (4.27) the formal transfer potential of SO4 ’ is determined as 0.424
V.
For comparison, the formal transfer potentials across an organic solvent|water interface of
these four ions (except SO4 " since its value unknown), for DCE and NB are also shown
in Table 4.3, and the correlation of Ap/ 66614ID
TRd>°.
_with A",of* _and Aw
nrFd)e. _are shown
r anion
' a n io n

in Fig.4.15
Ap/ 6 6 6T1R4<be
0

a n io n

a n io n

presents the same tendency as Aw
NR<be

*

J

a n io n

and Aw
nrF(be. . . And
U L .tr am on

Linear regression
lines are obtained between Ap
TR<be _ and Aw
6e _with the slopes
0
i 666\AiiST anion
orS ~
a n io n

r

of 1.14 (NB) and 0.605 (DCE), respectively. The greater slope than unity for NB
indicates lower polarity of P66614TB than NB. On the other hand, the smaller slope than
unity for DCE suggests higher polarity of P66614TB than DCE.
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Table 4.3. The formal transfer potential of anions at the P6 6 6 1 4 TBI water interface
compared with ones at the organic solvents (nitrobenzene or 1 ,

2

dichloromethane)|

water interface in the literature.
An“'

N 03

s o 42-

Cl

Br

r

a /:666\ TBf7 a .n i o n _ / v

-0.305s

-0.424

-0.453

-0.352

-0.287

-/V

-0.270b

NA

-0.324b

-0.295b

-0.196c

a' a fn i -o n - / V

-0 .3 14c

NA

-0.529d

-0.446d

-0.275c

ai d

Al Bf

.

iy D 7 a n i o n

Al e

Reference11. bReference 3. Reference14. dReference 15.

Fig.4.15

Correlation o f the formal potentials for anion transfer across the water| P6 6 6 1 4 TB interface

with the formal anion-transfer potentials across water| DCE (a) and water |NB (b) and interfaces.

From Table 4.3, it is apparent that A“w 4ra^ 2_ is greater than A^js& cr • However, in
the water|organic solvent system, like methanol, dimethylformamide and dimethyl
sulfoxide, A^ ^ 2- is smaller than A ^ ^ '_ . This discrepancy can be explained by the
following fact:
(1) Solvent effect on the transfer function:
The thermodynamics parameters of ion transfer at the interface of water|non-aqueous
solvents, like A*

, can be effected by the ion interacting with the water and non
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aqueous solvent, especially solvents that have Lewis acid or base properties. Since RTIL,
unlike organic solvent, is a combination of cation and anion, there is a possibility that
P66614 chemically interacts with SO4 ' due to its Lewis base property when it transfers at
the interface. This facilitates the anion’s transfer and lowers Gibbs free energy of SO42'
transfer.
(2) Transfer of P666i4+ at the water|P666i4TB:
When the dmfc in P66614TB droplet is oxidized into dmfc+, for maintaining the charge
neutrality of P66614TB film, there are two possible ion transfer processes accuring. One is
the injection of aqueous anion into RTIL droplet, and the other is expulsion of P666i4+
from RTIL droplet. Since P666i4+ is highly hydrophobic cation, in the case of NO3', Br',
Cl', T, which are medium-hydrophillic anions, the charge compensation is completed by
these anions transfer. On the other hand, in the case of SO4 ' that is hydrophilic anion, it
is possible that SO42" and P666i4+ transfer happen together, as demonstrated by Quentel16
et al.. This may be one of reasons that

is smaller than

.

Besides, the great peak separation caused by the resistance across the RTIL droplet
increase the inaccuracy of result17.
The diffusion coefficient of dmfc in P666i4 TB was also studied. Fig.4.16a and Fig.4.16b
show CVs at various scan rates ranging from 2 mV/s to 10 mV/s. As can be seen from
Fig.4.16c and Fig.4.16d, the cathodic peak current is linearly dependent on the square
root of scan rate, which suggests that the oxidation process of dmfc is diffusioncontrolled. And according to equation (2.1), diffusion coefficient of dmfc in P66614 TB
could be determined when taking current as a function of square root of scan rate. The
diffusion coefficient results are shown in Fig.4.16c and Fig.4.16d as 2.42x10' cm /s and
2.41 x 10' cm /s respectively, which are pretty close.
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Fig.4.16 (a) Cyclic voltammograms for the three-phase junction measurements in 1 mol/L LiCl at
various scan rates: 2, 3, 4,

6

, 7 mV/s. (b) Cyclic voltammograms for the three-phase junction

measurements in 1 mol/L LiBr at various scan rates: 2, 4,

6

,

8

, 10 mV/s. (c) and (d) Linear

dependence o f the anodic peak current on the square root o f scan rate.

To check the diffusion coefficient of dmfc in P66614TB obtained by three-phase junction
electrochemistry that is the heterogeneous method, a homogeneous method was also
carried out. Fig.4.17 illustrates CVs at various scan rates when a 25 pm diameter Pt disc
electrode is used as working electrode and immersed in P666i4TB ionic liquid containing
6.2 mmol/L dmfc. The CVs were initiated as 0 V with a potential range from 0.7 V to 0.7 V. The anodic peak at 0.12 V presents oxidation of dmfc into dmfc+. And the anodic
peak current at the same scan rate gradually increases with the temperature arising from
room temperature (22.3°C) to 60°C, which agrees with equation (2.1). So with anodic
peak currents obtained at varied scan rates, the diffusion coefficient of dmfc in P666mTB
was calculated at each temperature and summarized in Table 4.4.

¡ Ag/AgCI

V / (V/s)

VO

00
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Fig.4.17 CVs o f a 25 pm diameter Pt disc electrode immersed in P666 i 4 TB ionic liquid containing 6.2
mmol/L dmfc; initial potential o f OV and a potential range from -0.7 to 0.7 V at various scan rate: 144,
121, 100, 81, 64, 49, 36 mV/s; temperature: (a) 60°C, (b) 50°C, (c) 40°C, (d) 30°C, (e) room
temperature (23 °C). (f-j) The dependence o f anodic peak current on scan rate.

As expected, the diffusion coefficient raises with increasing temperature, from 0.896x10"
9 cm2/s at 22.3°C to 23.0x1 O'9 cm2/s at 60°C. There were several studies of diffusion
coefficient of dmfc in organic solvents in the previous literatures. Zhou et al. illustrated
the data in poly(ethylene glycol) solvent as 1.77*10"7 cm2/s at 20°C to 5.55x10"7 cm2/s at
60°C. And Langmaier19 et al. gave a systemic study of diffusion coefficient of dmfc in
varied organic solvents at ambient temperature (25 °C), such as 1,2-DCE (1.7x10" cm /s),
NPOE (l.lxlO"6 cm2/s) and NB (7.4x10"6 cm2/s). Compared with these data in organic
solvents, our data in P666i4TB.is 103-104 times lower. This great variation can be
explained by Stokes-Einstein law , if assuming that dmfc moves independently of each
other and possesses the same mean kinetic energy as gas molecular at the same
temperature. Stokes-Einstein law is described as:

D =^ £ 6nrr\

(4.28)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, r is the radius of diffusing particle (dmfc or Fc), and
r] is the viscosity of diffusion medium (e.g. P66614TB).
According to equation (4.28), the diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the
viscosity of diffusion medium. And our recently submitted paper11 has demonstrated that
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P66614TB has higher viscosity. That’s why the diffusion coefficient of dmfc in this RTIL
is much lower.
In addition, the submitted paper also gave a systemic study of the diffusion coefficient of
ferrocene (Fc) in P66614TB at varied temperature, which are listed in Table 4.4 and
compared with data of dmfc. Considering the structures of ferrocene and dmfc, the latter
compound has greater radius reported as 3.8 Â21 than 2.7 Â22 of Fc, which would result in
lower diffusion coefficient when they were in the same solution and at the same
temperature. This prediction is apparently verified by the experimental data in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. Diffusion coefficient for the dmfc/dmfc+ couple in P6 6 6 i4TB at different
temperature measured by voltammetry at ultramicro-electrode.
Temperature
bDdmfc
(1 0 ' 9 cm2 /s)
£DFc
(HT9 cm2 /s)

22.3 °Ca

30 °C

40 °C

0.896

1.79

4.60

1 0 .1

20.3

1 2 .8

16.9

28.3

34.7

3.1

50 °C

60 °C

“Room temperature. b Diffusion coefficients of ferrocene in PôôômTB from this
experiment. cDiffusion coefficients of ferrocene in P66614TB at different temperatures
from Reference11.
Therefore, two methods have been employed to investigate the diffusion coefficient of
dmfc in P66614TB phase, which are three-phase junction electrochemistry and ultramicro
electrode electrochemistry. However, the data obtained by the first method is much
greater than that from the second method at room temperature. This is probably due to the
inaccuracy of the first method in the aspect of diffusion coefficient determination. In
three-phase junction electrochemistry, generally only 2 pL P66641TB were applied on the
surface of EPGE. The volume of RTIL phase may be a limitation for dmfc’s diffusion so
that the process is not diffusion control when increasing the scan rate.
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4.3.4.2

TC N Q as redox probe to study cation transfer

TCNQ was used as redox probe to investigate cation transfer at the water|P666i4TB
interface. Fig.4.18 shows the voltammetric response of TCNQ redox reaction in a 2 pL P
66614TB droplet attached on EPGE in varied aqueous electrolyte solutions. In graph (a),
the CV was started from 1.05 V, and scanned firstly to negative potential with a potential
range from 0.2 V to 1.2 V. In the forward scan, two cathodic peaks were observed around
0.8 V and 0.4 V respectively. The peak I corresponds to the reduction of TCNQ to
monovalent anion-TCNQ', and the left peak II refers to the subsequent reduction of
TCNQ' into TCNQ '. In the backward scan, two corresponding anodic peak II’ and I’
were also illustrated as the oxidation of TCNQ ' and TCNQ' respectively. During these
redox processes, to maintain the charge neutrality of the P66614TB droplet, aqueous cation
transfer accompanied with the electron transfer. This could be proved by graph (a) and
(b), where the aqueous solutions contain the same concentration of anion- NO3" and
distinct cations. The difference between peak potentials is mainly attributed to the
cations’ property. Consequently, the whole reaction could be described as:
TCNQ(RTIL)+ e + Cation(w) >TCNQ(.RTILj+ Cation^RTn^
TCNQ^nL) + e' + Cation^

TCNQ^m) + C a t i o n ^

£ 7 V vs. Ag/AgCI

(4-29)
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Fig.4.18

C y c lic v o lta m m e tric re sp o n se o f a P 6 6 6 1 4 T B d ro p le t c o n ta in in g 0 .5 m M T C N Q a tta c h e d to a

E d g e p la n e p y r o ly tic g ra p h ite e le c tro d e , w h ic h is im m e rs e d in (a ) 1 m o l/L T M A N O 3 , (b ) 1 m o l/L
K N O 3 , ( c ) 1 m o l/L T B A B r , ( d ) 1 m o l/L T E A I, ( e ) 1 m o l/L S r ( N 0 3) 2, ( f ) 0 .1 m o l/L U 0 2 ( N 0 3) 2. S can
ra te s .

According to equation (4.8), the formal transfer potential of cation at the interface
between water and P66614TB could be determined from TCNQ’s concentration,
experimental half-wave potential as well as the formal redox potential of TCNQ/TCNQ'
E 6'
redox couple in P66614TB ( TCNQ<4**,„noITCN<Zru*n™> ). However, it confronts the same
problem as the case of dmfc that the above data is unknown. Luckily, it could be
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estimated from a known cation’s formal transfer potential at the water| P666i4TB interface,
like TMA+, whose AJ jj ^

has been obtained in the micro-water|P666i4TB interface

experiment (Schockmann et al., manuscript submitted) as 0.293 V. Fig.4.18a presents the
CV when a 2 pL droplet of P66614TB containing 0.5 mM TCNQ immersed in 1 mol/L
TMANO3. The half-wave potential ( Em ) calculated as the arithmetic middle of the peak
I and I’ potentials, which is 0.89 V. Therefore, according to equation (4.5),
TCNQ(/w,u™)/TCNQUmiaTB)

is determined as 1.16 V.

With the above formal redox potential, the other cation’s formal transfer potential at the
interface of water|P666i4TB was also determined. CVs for the case of K+, TBA+ and TEA+
are illustrated in Fig.4.18b, Fig.4.18c and Fig.4.18d respectively. With these experimental
data, the formal transfer potentials of these three ions were calculated as 0.323 V, 0.254
V and 0.383 V respectively. Additionally, two extremely hydrophilic cations. Sr2+ and
U 022+ were investigated through this method. Since equation (4.8) is only applicable to
the transfer of monovalent cation at the liquid|liquid interface, an equation for divalent
cation needs to be deduced. Therefore, for the case of Cation , the overall reaction
process is proposed as:
TCNQ(RTIL)+e' + l/2Cat£) -*TCNQ'(RTIL)+ l/2Cat£m)

(4.30)

Following the same process as the case of dmfc, it is given as:

P '0 '

^

__

1/2 “

P '0 '

^TCNQ/TCNQ-

__ A W

10'

^ R T llY Cation^

RT, ,
+ — ln(

Cation2+

V

(4.31)

TCNQ

Surprisingly, according to equation (4.31), AZ TB<p^ and A" ra^ f2+are evaluated as
66614*

t/(A

66614*

A/*

0.233 V and 0.296 V respectively, which are much smaller than expected.
To make a comparison, all the

^ obtained in this experiment are listed in

Table 4.5,9 as well as AZpnF<
/>e . „+and A™F<
fj>. „from literatures. AZ
TR(t>e . „+ doesn’t
N r U t cation
D C t T cation
F(**\4I B T cation”
1
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follow the tendency
of Aw
NpnF<be . n+ and AU L^t Tdcation
9'. „ 5, like TEA+. Its A!
TR<t>e . n+ is
J
N r u t T cation
fm \at B T cation"
greater than that of TMA+, which contradicts the trend of A'm>OE4f6attiotr and
As to the unexpected small formal transfer potential of Sr

or UO2

.
at the

water|P666i4TB interface, the reason of this discrepancy is probably that aqueous anionNO3" coordinates with Sr2+ or UC>22+ into monovalent cation to facilitate Sr2+ or U022+

transfer at the water|P666i4TB interface. The affinity between NO3' and Sr2+ or UC>22+has
been demonstrated in the FIT study at micro-water|DCE interface in Chapter 2, as well as
the coordination study in literature . Consequently, the transfer process can be illustrated
as Fig.4.19a. It is apparent that the coordination lowers Gibbs free energy of U022+
transfer at the interface so that AJ

„ measured in this experiment is much smaller

than its expected data. It is the same to Sr2+.
Table 4.5. The formal transfer potential of cations at the P6 6 6 1 4 TBI water interface
compared with ones at the organic solvents(nitrophenyl octyl ether or

1 ,2

dichIoromethane)| water interface.
Catn+

Sr2+

u o 22+

TMA+

TBA+

TEA+

0.296

0.233

0.293a

0.254

0.383

0.323

NA

NA

.1 1 2 b

-0.187b

0.049b

0.340e

0.76

0.843

0.16C

-0.225c

0.019c

0.508d

cation’'* 1 V

^

NPOE ^cation"* 1 V

0

1

^

a Reference11 b Reference 12. c Reference 1.d Reference24. '’Reference: S. Wilke, private
communication
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(a)

P666I4TB

three-pahse junction

T C N Q ' s a fe T C N Q + e '

^

three-pahse junction
U 0

2(N

0 3) +

t
0.1 mol/L U02(N03)2

aqueous phase

U O 2CNO3)

(b)

three-pahse junction

P666I4TB

aqueous phase

Fig.4.19

S c h e m a tic v ie w

0.1 mol/L U0(N03)2

TCNQ '

TC N Q +e'

three-pahse junction

TCNQ

o f in te rfa c ia l re a c tio n o c c u rrin g a t th e w o rk in g e le c tro d e in th re e -p h a s e

ju n c tio n e le c tro c h e m is try .

Moreover, TCNQ is water insoluble while its reduction product, TCNQ' is water soluble.
So when TCNQ is reduced into TCNQ', the charge compensation in P66614TB may be
accomplished by the expulsion of TCNQ' as shown in Fig.4.19b. This possible ejection
would hinder the transfer of U 022+ or Sr2+. However, the peak pairs around 0.3 V in
Fig.4.18b and c prove the reduction and oxidation of TCNQ' so that the ejection of
TCNQ' is not the dominant charge compensation process, which still affects the transfer
of U 022+ or Sr2*.
In addition, the diffusion coefficient of TCNQ in P ^ m TB (D tcnq ) was studied by threephase junction electrochemistry as shown in Fig.4.20a and Fig.4.20c, where aqueous
phase was 0.1 mol/L U 0 2(N0 3 )2 and 1 mol/L Sr(N03)2, respectively. The CVs were
scanned at various scan rates ranging from 5 mV/s to 30 mV/s. The right cathodic peak I
current is linearly dependent on the square root of scan rate, suggesting that the reduction
process of TCNQ is diffusion-controlled. So according to equation (2.1), the diffusion
coefficient of TCNQ in P<566i4 TB could be determined when making a plot of current
versus square root of scan rate. The results are shown in Fig.4.20b and Fig.4.20d as
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4.25x10’8 cm2/s and 6.05x10’8 cm2/s respectively. Further, Table 4.6 gives a summary of
D tcnq

obtained from experiments where the EPGE immersed in different aqueous

solutions. These results are in the range of 3.78-6.05xl0’8 cm2/s.

Fig.4.20 (a) Cyclic voltammograms for the three-phase junction measurements in 0.1 mol/L
U 0 2(N 0 3)2 at various scan rates: 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 mV/s. (b) Linear dependence o f the cathodic peak
current in (a) on the square root o f scan rate, (c) Cycliv voltammograms for the three-phase junction
measurements in 1 mol/L Sr(N03)2 at various scan rates: 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 mV/s. (d) Linear
dependence o f the anodic peak current in (c) on the square root o f scan rate.

Table 4.6. Diffusion coefficient of TCNQ in P66 6 i4 TB obtained from experimental
data when the EPGE immersed in different aqueous solutions.
Aqueous
electrolyte
D
8JCTVq
(10 cm /s)

Sr(N03)2

u o 2(n o 3)2

tm ano3

TBABr

TEAI

6.05

4.25

4.97

3.78

4.73
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A homogeneous method was also carried out to check diffusion coefficient of TCNQ in
P66614TB. Fig.4.21 illustrates CVs at various scan rates when a 25 pm diameter Pt disc
electrode is used as working electrode and immersed in P666i4TB ionic liquid containing
1.5 mmol/L TCNQ. The CVs begin at 0.7 V and goes negative with a potential range
from 0.2 V to 0.8 V. The cathodic peak at 0.45 V indicates reduction of TCNQ into
TCNQ'. So with the cathodic peak current obtained at varied scan rates, the diffusion
coefficient of TCNQ in P666|4TB was calculated based on equation (2.1). As shown in
Fig.4.2 1 b, D jcnq is 6.71x10" cm /s, which is much smaller than results summarized in
Table 4.6.

Fig.4.21 (a) CVs o f a 25 pm diameter Pt disc electrode immersed in P666)4TB ionic liquid containing
1.5 mmol/L TCNQ; initial potential o f 0.7 V and a potential range from 0.2 to 0.8 V at various scan
rate: 100, 64, 49, 36, 25 mV/s; temperature: room temperature-22.3 °C. (b) The dependence o f anodic
peak current on scan rate.

Therefore, in the case of TCNQ, diffusion coefficient obtained by three-phase junction
electrochemistry is still inconsistent with one measured through ultramicro-electrode
electrochemistry. And D Tcnq is greater than D dmfc and D Fc at room temperature, which
can be attributed to the smaller radius of TCNQ.
Furthermore, another redox couple Fe(lll)-TPPCl/ Fe(II)-TPPCl was applied to
continually study cation transfer at water|P666i4TB interface.
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4.3.4.3

Fe(lll)-TPPCI as redox probe to study cations transfer

Fig.4.22 illustrates the cyclic voltammogram of 0.5 mM Fe(III)-TPPCl in P66614TB
droplet which is attached on the surface of EPGE and then immersed in 1 mol/L
TMAN0 3 .The CV was started from 1.1 V, and scanned firstly to negative potential with
a potential range from -0.2 V to 1.2 V (versus Ag/AgCl). One pair of peaks was observed
around 0.4 V. The peak I corresponds to the reduction of Fe(III)-TPPCl to Fe(II)-TPPCl,
and the peak I’ refers to the corresponding oxidation of Fe(II)-TPPCl. Consequently, the
whole reaction could be described as:
Fe(m )-TPPCl(RTiL)+ e' + TMA(+W)-> F e(n )-T P P C l(RTIL)+ TMA^m)

(4.32)

£ / V vs. Ag/AgCl
Fig.4.22 Cyclic voltammetric response o f an P ^ mTB droplet containing 0.5 mM Fe(III)-TPPCl
attached to a Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode, which is immersed in 1 mol/L

TM ANO3

at the

scan rate o f 30 mV/s.

With the known

fr°m

micro-water|P666i4TB interface experiment

(Schockmann et al., manuscript submitted) that is 0.293 V, the formal redox potential of
Fe(III)-TPPCl/ Fe(II)-TPPCl in P<«,4TB

firstly

calculated based on equation (4.8). From Fig.4.22, the half-wave potential ( Em ) was
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obtained as the arithmetic mean of the peak I and I’ potentials, which is 0.414 V (versus
is determined as 0.764 V.
Ag/AgCl). Therefore, E 6'
F e (Iin -T P P C llltMHTB)/F e(II)-T P P C l(ltMIAjB)

Fig.4.23 Cyclic voltammetric response o f an P ^ u T B droplet containing 0.5 mM Fe(III)-TPPCl
attached to a Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode, which is immersed in (a) 1 mol/L TBABr, (b) 1
mol/L TEAI, (c) 1 mol/L LiCl, (d) 1 mol/L KC1. Scan rate: 20 mV/s.

Fig.4.23 shows CVs for the case of Li+, K+, TBA+ and TEA+. With the above formal
redox potential, the formal transfer potential of these cations at the interface of
water|P666i4TB were also determined and summarized in Table 4.7. Additionally, two
extremely hydrophilic cations, Sr2+ and UC>22+ were investigated in this experiment. For
these two divalent cations, the overall reaction process can be described as:
Fe(m)-TPPCl(Rm)+ e- + l/2Cat2; -> Fe(II)-TPPCl(Rm)+ l/2Cat£m)

(4.33)

Following the same deduction process as the case of TCNQ, it is given as:

E e' =^EFee'(II! )-TPPCl/ F e (II)- TPPCI

^M l

- A RwT IL r<
b6
Calio„l+

RT . .
+— H

Cation2+

'Fe{IIl)-TPPCl

(4.34)
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Fig.4.23 shows CVs for the case of Li+, K+, TBA+ and TEA+. Accordingly, with the half
wave potential A

a

n

d

A ^ ra^ o2+ are evaluated as 0.638 V and 0.708 V

respectively.
At the same time, considering the relatively great charging current of CVs in Fig.4.24a
and Fig.4.24b , it is not accurate enough to judge these small waves as the voltammetric
response of Fe(III)-TPPCl/ Fe(II)-TPPCl redox reaction coupling with Sr2+ or U022+
transfer. So DPV and SWV were also conducted to prove these responses, since these
two voltammetric technique voltammetry have several advantages of excellent sensitivity
and rejection of charging current. Fig.4.24c and Fig.4.24d show DPVs of three-phase
junction measurement in 0.1 mol/L U0 2 (N03)2 and 1 mol/L Sr(N03)2 respectively. In
Fig.4.24c, a pair of peaks around -0.15 V (versus Ag/AgCl) was observed, which refers
to the redox reaction of Fe(III)-TPPCl coupling with UC>22+ transfer. It is the same to
Fig.4.24d. Additionally, Fig.4.24e and Fig.4.24f illustrate SWVs for the case of UC>22+
and Sr2+ respectively. Again, a couple of peaks appear in the SWV, which verifies the
redox reaction of Fe(III)-TPPCl coupling with cation transfer.

£ / V vs Ag/AgCl

£ ' V vs. Ag/AgCl
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Fig.4.24 (a-b)Cyclic voltammetric response o f an P ^ ^ T B droplet containing 0.5 mM Fe(III)-TPPCl
attached to a Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode, which is immersed in (a) 0.1 mol/L U 0 2 (NC>3 ) 2 ,
(b) 1 mol/L Sr(NC>3 )2 . (c-d)Differential pulse voltammetric response o f an P ^ u T B droplet containing
0.5 mM Fe(III)-TPPCl attached to a Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode, which is immersed in (c)
0.1 mol/L U 0 2 (NC>3 ) 2 , (d) 1 mol/L Sr(N 03)2. (e-f)Square wave voltammetric response o f an P ^ ^ T B
droplet containing 0.5 mM Fe(III)-TPPCl attached to a Edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode, which
is immersed in (e) 0.1 mol/L UC>2 (N 0 3 ) 2 , (f) 1 mol/L Sr(NC>3 ) 2 .

Table 4.7. The formal transfer potential of cations at the P66 6 i4 TB| water interface
compared with ones at the organic solvents(nitrophenyl octyl ether or 1,2
dichloromethane)| water interface.

Catn+

Sr2+

u o 22+

TMA+

TBA+

TEA+

K+

Li+

A”
TBf . j y
r666\4ID 7 cation

0.638

0.708

0.293a

0.281

0.433

0.42

0.485

NA

NA

0.112b

-0.187b

0.049b

0.340e

NA

0.76

0.843

0.16C

-0.225c

0.019c

0.508d

0.576e

A^ C , ~ /V

a Reference11. b Reference12. c Reference1.*1 Reference24. Reference 15
For comparison, Anpoe1/ ^ , ^ and ^ dce^
A

14t b 'Nation*

, fr°m the literature were listed in Table 4.7.

f°M°ws the same tendency of

and A

'w
D C ^

0tm b m -

» excePt TEA+,

which shows greater transfer potential at the water|P666i4TB interface. This phenomenon
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was also observed in the case of TCNQ/TCNQ' as redox probe. It contradicts the
observation that tetraalkylammonium ions transfer from water to the organic phase at a
lower potential with radius raising. So further confirmation of this contradiction by other
methods like micro-ITIES are required. As to the formal transfer potential of Sr2+ and
U 022+, these values are much more reasonable than those obtained in the case of
TCNQ/TCNQ* serving as redox probe. So these data could be employed in the further
study of FIT of Sr2+ and U 0 22+ by certain ligand at a micro-water|P666i4TB interface.

4.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, the thermodynamic parameters, like formal transfer potential of ions
transfer at the interface between water and P66614TB were studied by cyclic voltammetry
in three-phase junction electrochemistry. This technique overcomes the conventional
electrochemistry’s limitation in the aspect of determining formal transfer potential of
extremely hydrophilic cations or anions at the liquid|liquid interface. Three kinds of
redox couple were employed as a probe to facilitate ion transfer, which were dmfc/dmfc+,
TCNQ/TCNQ' and Fe(III)-TPPCl/Fe(II)-TPPCl. Experimental results proved the
availability of this method at the water|P666i4TB interface.
In the case of dmfc/dmfc+ as redox probe, five kinds of anions including Cl', Br', T, NO3',
SO42' were investigated. ^¡> T^C,ion- ° f

these ions followed the same tendency as

Ayv/*rl /anion
' . and AUL-tL
^ dT)anion
0' _ except
SO42'. And the correlation of A“
TRd>°. _ with
r
r666\AJ r anion
0

ANB^amon- ani* ^Dc^amon indicate£l that the polarity of P66614TB was between NB and
DCE. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient of dmfc in P66614TB was determined as
0.896xl0'9 cm2/s at 22.3°C to 23.0><10'9 cm2/s at 60°C through ultramicroelectrode
electrochemistry. These results present good agreement with Stokes-Einstein law when
compared with the diffusion coefficient of Fc in P66614TB.
In another case of TCNQ/TCNQ' as redox probe, six kinds of cations including K+, TBA+,
TMA+, TEA+ , Sr2+ and U 022+ were investigated. The obtained A ^,47B^ W,. doesn’t
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follow the tendency of K/poe^ , ^ ar,d AZcE^h/T • Two possible explanations were
given as:
(1) Aqueous NO3' may coordinate with Sr2+ or U0 2 2+ to facilitate cation transfer at the
water|P666i4TB interface.
(2) TCNQ" is water soluble so that the charge compensation in P666i4TB could be
accomplished by the expulsion of TCNQ' instead of the injection of aqueous cation.
And Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient of TCNQ in P66614TB was determined as
6.71 xlO'9 cm2/s through ultramicroelectrode electrochemistry.
In final case of Fe(III)-TPPCl/ Fe(II)-TPPCl as redox probe, seven kinds of cations
including Li+, K+, TBA+, TMA+, TEA+, Sr2+ and UC>22+were investigated by CV, DPV
and SWV. A^

obtained in this experiment basically follows the tendency of

^poE<Cion- and

’ excePt TEA+- And il is accePta^^e that

of

highly hydrophilic cations U022+ and Sr2+ are comparatively great, which could be
employed in the further study of FIT by CMPO or APPT at micro-water|P666i4TB
interfaces.
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Chapter 5
5

Conclusions and Future work

5.1

Conclusions

It has been conclusively demonstrated that cyclic voltammetry at the micro-water| DCE
interface is a relevant technique to explore the interfacial complexation between metal
ions and ligand. It allows the evaluation of thermodynamic quantities such as
stoichiometry and complexation constant. The relative high complexation constant of
U0 2 2+-CMP0 and Sr2+-CMPO complex obtained in our study confirmed the ability of
CMPO in recovering these two radioactive metal ions. This initial work prompted further
investigation of interfacial complexation of Sr -CMPO complex at water| P66614TB
interface with the goal to develop a hydrophobic RTIL electrochemical extraction
methodology. This part of work has been recently published1 and proved the strong
complexation strength of the Sr(CMPO)32+complex in water-P666i4TB system.
Another ligand APPT synthesized in our lab was also developed as an effective extractant
in recovering UÛ22+ and Sr2+. The complexation processes were studied by cyclic
voltammetry of FIT at the micro-water| DCE interface. Only one stoichiometry was
observed for U022+-APPT complex, while two distinct stoichiometries for Sr2+-APPT
complex. Both of these two complexes exhibit high complexation constants. Moreover,
it was proven that APPT had greater complexation strength than industrial extractants
like TBP and DCH18C6, in the quantitive comparison research of complexation
constants obtained by FIT studies.
We also developed and synthesized an inexpensive hydrophobic RTIL that is P66614TB.
The wide potential window of CV at the water| P 66614TB interface demonstrated the high
hydrophobicity of P66614TB so that it was proposed as potential alternative solvent in
separation of spent nuclear waste. In addition, the electrochemical techniques like CV,
DPV and SWV at three-phase junction have been examined as powerful tool to
investigate ion transfer at water| P66614TB interface. It provided the related
thermodynamic data such as formal potential of transfer of ionic species, especially for
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these highly hydrophilic ions like Sr2+ and U022+, which are essential for further
evaluation of the complexation of Sr2+ or UC>22+ with specific ligands in the waterP66614TB system. In our study, three kinds of electroactive neutral compounds were
employed as redox probes which were dmfc, TCNQ and Fe(III)-TPPCl. The first
compound assisted the investigation of anion transfer including Cl', B r, T, NO3', SO4 ' at
the water| P66614TB interface. While the other two reducible compounds participated in
the study of cation transfer, such as Li+, K+, TBA+, TMA+, TEA+, Sr2+ and UC>22+ by CV,
DPV and SWV.
The formal potentials of anion transfer obtained at the water| P66614TB interface were
basically ranged in the same trend as those at the water] DCE or NB interface from
literature, except SO4 ' which was possibly affected by its chemical interaction with
RTIL cation. At the same time, the results of cations obtained by Fe(III)-TPPCl were
reasonable and in fairly good agreement with tendency of formal potential scale at the
water| organic solvent interface. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time to
evaluate the formal potentials of extremely hydrophilic cations Sr2+ and UC>22+ transfer at
water| RTIL interfaces.
However, a discrepancy was observed in the case of TCNQ when comparing the formal
potential scales of cation transfer at the water| organic solvent and water| P666i4TB
interfaces. This is ascribed to the leaking of TCNQ' and coordination between NO3' and
Sr2* or U 022+. Moreover, this technique presented limitation in the aspect of determining
diffusion coefficient of species in P66614TB, due to the small volume of RTIL used in the
experiments.

5.2

Future work

With the desirable preliminary results of APPT in interfacial complexation with UO2
and Sr

at the water| DCE interface, we could continue a further investigation at the

water| RTIL interface. However, a preliminary test indicated the low solubility of APPT
in P66614TB, which possibly limits its availability in the water-P666i4TB extraction system.
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We could also test the effectiveness of the industrial extraction process, such as CSEX

2

and SREX, conducted with our hydrophobic RTIL-P66614TB by electrochemistry at the
micro-ITIES.
Moreover, inspired by the investigation of three-phase electrode-reaction zone carried out
'X
.
.
by Donten et al. , we would like to pioneer this study in the wate-P666i4TB system in
order to probe how the electrode reaction proceeds or where the electrochemical process
commences solely from. The experimental system should be setup as shown in Fig.5.1: a
P66614TB drop containing either dmfc or TCNQ was placed on a working electrode like
glassy carbon disk, and surrounded aqueous solution. A 25 pm Pt electrode was placed
inside the P66614TB drop to detect the electrochemically produced dmfc+ or TCNQ" when
applying potential on the working electrode. Therefore, the relationship between the time
of appearance of the reduction or oxidation current at the microelectrode and the distance
from the three-phase junction could indicate where the electrode reaction starts from.
CE

RE
PtU M E

aqueous solution
Cation+ Anion"

dmfc or TCNQ

in P66614TB
working electrode

Fig 5.1 A scheme for the experimental set-up.
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